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Abstract

Increasing Teacher Efficacy and Internalization of Drama Strategies in

a Teacher/Teaching Artist Professional Development Partnership

Amira Hava Wizig, MFA

The University of Texas at Austin, 2009

Supervisor:  Joan Lazarus

This study focuses on an arts integration professional development approach for

K-12 teachers that is collaborative, long-term, and sustainable.  The question that drove

this work is: What are the key elements in a professional development model for arts

integration in a teacher/teaching artist partnership that best support growth in teacher

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies?  To answer this question, I modified an

arts integration model that was long-term, used drama-based instruction in core subject

areas, and involved the teacher in the execution of the lessons in addition to the teaching

artist.  The model for this project was implemented with two middle school math

teachers, data was collected, results were analyzed and recommendations were

developed.
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Chapter One: Introduction

This thesis describes a professional development model for a classroom

teacher/Teaching Artist (TA) partnership that was piloted at Pollock Middle School1 in

Austin, Texas.  For the Fall 2008 and beginning of the Spring 2009 semesters, I partnered

with three classroom teachers – two middle school math and one middle school English

teacher – to explore integrating drama strategies into their curriculum.  My purpose for

chronicling this partnership was to explore elements of a TA/teacher relationship that

positively affect teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  Because I

believe sustainability of integrating drama strategies in the classroom to be the

overarching objective of this professional development approach, this thesis will provide

recommendations to strengthen identified elements of such a partnership that will be

useful in promoting the overall impact of such drama strategies.

This chapter provides the groundwork for the research study on the TA/teacher

relationship, beginning with my entry into the work as I set out to identify elements of a

partnership that I believe will achieve sustainability.  I also discuss my past experiences

with professional development that are presented to offer perspectives on how my prior

knowledge of professional development contributed to the way I approached my work in

this study.  More recent experiences and their contributions to the impetus for this

research are also documented and research questions are raised.  Finally, in this chapter I

provide key terminology and definitions for all pertinent terms used in this thesis. 

                                                  
1The name of this school has been changed to a pseudonym to protect its anonymity.
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PRIOR EXPERIENCES IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

During my second and third years as a graduate student at The University of

Texas at Austin, I participated as a Drama Specialist in a professional development

program called Drama for Schools (DFS).  DFS is "a collaborative professional

development program model in drama-based instruction, in association with The

University of Texas at Austin Department of Theatre and Dance's Arts in Communities

initiative" (Dawson 2007).  This program pairs classroom teachers with Drama

Specialists, who are The University of Texas at Austin (UT) graduate students, to explore

using drama strategies as an alternative approach to teach content in core subject areas.

While working as a Drama Specialist, beginning in 2007, I became interested in the one-

on-one interactions between the teacher and the Drama Specialist, also know as a

teaching artist (TA),  that are central to the DFS model.  I knew intuitively that the way

Drama Specialists worked with the teachers was effective at fostering teacher efficacy

and their use of drama-based strategies based on the teachers' progress in the program,

but I did not know why this was.  This led to a question that I continued to return to

throughout my involvement with DFS that ultimately guided this study: What were the

elements in the DFS model of TA/teacher relationships that contributed significantly to

its effectiveness?

Past experiences led me to this interest in relationships between teachers and TAs.

Positive relationships I had formed with mentors in the numerous internships I held had

provided a basis of understanding for partnering with teachers in the Drama for Schools

model.  As I considered how to create an effective partnership between TA and teacher as

a Drama Specialist for DFS, these experiences influenced my approach.

One such example was a class, titled Leadership Rice: Creating and Managing

Change, which I took as an undergraduate student at Rice University.  A core component
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of the course was group work and learning how each of us in the class functioned in a

group environment.  Being able to identify our strengths and weaknesses enabled us to

focus on targeting personal enhancements and improvements within the group dynamic.

This focused approach to improvement supported personal understanding and abilities,

and thus efficacy.  The course also covered the benefits of being an intern, such as having

a safe environment that supports taking risks, asking questions, and seeking out mentors,

coupled with how to make the most of such an opportunity.

I applied what I learned about the nature of internships from this course during a

summer in Washington, D.C., completing an internship with Youth Venture, a social

entrepreneurship organization supporting youth in contributing in positive ways to their

communities.  I worked assisting teenagers one-on-one, and I was supervised by two

mentors.  Under the safety net of the internship, I took risks by volunteering for projects

that removed me from my comfort zone, asked questions, and asserted my interests.  My

mentors were flexible in tasks I was assigned so that I was challenged, given

responsibility, and involved in work that interested me.  We communicated regularly,

which enabled the mentors to guide my learning and development of skills.  As a TA, I

wanted to replicate the qualities of a supportive atmosphere that fosters risk taking and

inquiry for teachers, such as I experienced with my undergraduate class and with Youth

Venture.

Another experience that informed my interest in TA/teacher relationships was

student teaching as part of my Texas Teacher Certification requirements at Rice in 2003.

While an undergraduate majoring in English, I taught drama and creative writing

enrichment classes at Rice University Summer School for Middle and High School

Students.  One-on-one interactions with identified mentors, teachers from Houston area

K-12 schools, were part of this experience as well.  I also took from this experience a
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rigorous reflection and feedback cycle, fueled by honest discussion about teaching

approaches and pedagogies that I had with my mentors.  For each of the two classes I

taught, I was assigned a different supervising teacher who observed me and took detailed

notes.  I collaborated and planned lessons with these teachers and reflected with them

daily after each lesson.  Our conversations were candid and thoughtful.  I was challenged

and pushed by my mentors and they were also open to learning from our interactions.  I

had reciprocal relationships with both teachers in that they honored my prior teaching

experience and invited my ideas.  These characteristics in our mentor/student teacher

relationship allowed me to build ownership, efficacy, and internalization of my own

teaching practices.

The method in which the Rice University mentor teachers took notes about my

student teaching was another experience that I found relevant and valuable to creating

effective TA/teacher relationships.  They used a scripting method, keeping track of

elapsed class time, exact language that I used, and student behavior.  The benefits of this

method were that I could view selected instructional and behavioral phrases, student

responses, and specific times in which transitions occurred and actions were taken.  It

enabled me to analyze the pace, level of engagement, and clarity of my teaching.

Although it is commonly used for pre-service teachers (Acheson & Gall), I saw potential

for this scripting technique to guide learning at all teaching levels including TA/teacher

interactions.  I wondered, could the scripting method illuminate areas of improvement

that would lead to teacher efficacy and internalization?  Could it provide a meaningful

starting point for reflective dialogue between the TA and the teacher?  For the scripting

method to achieve impact, however, I needed to be able to identify elements of teaching a

lesson beforehand.  This way the teacher observation can be focused in order to lead to

awareness and improvement.  Examples of components that can be observed are
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introduction to the lesson, clear transitions, student on task behavior, or classroom

management.

I enjoyed drama and theatre from a young age, yet I did not connect it to my love

of teaching for a long time.  I first realized the potential to employ both when I was a full-

time English Language Arts teacher in Fall 2004, my first job after graduation from Rice

University.  My sixth graders were reading S.E. Hinton's The Outsiders and I had asked

them to define "tuff."  When a student brought up attitude, I instructed her to walk across

the room and show "tuff" through movement.  She was surprised at first, but she tried it

and her embodiment helped the class understand the vocabulary word.  This moment was

one of many that led me to realize that using drama in the classroom is an effective way

to teach and an approach that made sense.  That this approach is valuable to many

teachers was later reinforced by my work with DFS teachers.  In addition, I enjoy sharing

ways to use drama as a medium in the classroom with teachers so that they can explore

its impact on their students and on their teaching.

My internship experience as a teaching artist at the McCarter Theatre in

Princeton, New Jersey from September 2005 to June 2006 made me mindful of the many

steps necessary in preparing teachers to teach drama-based lessons on their own.  This

internship also taught me about the need to be flexible and embrace different approaches

in partnership-based relationships. Teaching is, itself, artistry, and there are many

possible approaches.  When I co-taught classes with McCarter teaching artists, as part of

school residencies and evening studio classes held at the theatre, I was expected to teach

using the McCarter TAs' lesson plans and use their style, sometimes right after seeing

them lead the lesson in the previous class.  I learned that I needed more time to process

the modeled lesson before teaching it.  This fast track "watch and repeat" methodology

did not work for me.  I did not have ownership of the teaching style they modeled, though
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I struggled to adopt it.  I could not develop my teaching skills as much as I would have in

more flexible partnerships, had I been given opportunities to adapt strategies to my

teaching style and comfort level.

These McCarter Theatre TAs were not bad teachers; on the contrary, they were

effective and engaging.  Having a teacher observe, then teach the same lesson can be a

useful instructional tool, but it is not for everyone.  A one-size-fits-all approach can invite

problems and does not account for individual learning styles or preferences, as education

researcher and practitioner Thomas Guskey points out in his book on the evaluation

component of administering professional development:

Because participants often have different learning styles or preferred learning
modalities, reactions to a specific form of professional development may vary
widely…For this reason, it is wise to include a variety of activities and learning
formats in all professional development endeavors. (Guskey)

As Guskey notes, multiple formats and activities help address the multiple ways

in which one can learn.  Rather than just being thrown in a classroom with someone else's

lesson plan, given my learning and teaching styles, I would have benefited from a variety

of opportunities to learn teaching artistry.  Sometimes more "scaffolding" is needed to

bridge a gap between seeing a lesson, being able to teach it, and possessing the self-

efficacy to do so.  In my case, I needed to be involved in the lesson planning and take an

active role in that process.  Observing the lesson when it was modeled did not provide me

with a clear picture of key components to focus on during the lesson.  Without knowing

how to learn from watching the lesson taught nor how to seek cues to indicate important

shifts and transitions within the lesson, the modeled lesson seemed inaccessible to me.

Where the McCarter TAs were trying to help me by taking on the task of lesson planning

so I would not be "burdened" by it, I was instead at a disadvantage to internalizing the

teaching approach because I lacked understanding of the lesson's underpinnings.  As I
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later co-planned with teachers in DFS, my struggles as a TA at McCarter Theatre

clarified for me the value of brainstorming and planning together with teachers, rather

than simply handing teachers a polished lesson plan.  Bearing my own struggle at

McCarter in mind, part of my thesis research encompassed investigating the degree and

type of preparation needed for classroom teachers to feel successful using drama

strategies.

In Fall 2006, as a graduate student in the Drama and Theatre for Youth program at

The University of Texas at Austin (UT), I looked for opportunities to apply my earlier

experiences and to further develop as a practitioner.  During Spring 2007, prior to

beginning as a DFS Drama Specialist, I worked with an English teacher at Ojeda Middle

School in Austin, Texas as part of a "Teaching Artists in Schools and Communities"

graduate class assignment.  The partnership was initially created so that I could craft

lesson plans and teach drama-based activities I was learning in my own graduate classes.

I wanted, however, to extend the assignment and challenge myself further by cultivating

a partnership with the classroom teacher.  I was becoming interested in professional

development for teachers at this time and wanted to work closely with this teacher.

Because of these reasons, our level of interaction went from teaching her basic drama

strategies, to co-planning and co-teaching lessons together, to her adapting the lesson to

teach independently.  This collaboration ended after a few weeks, when our respective

school semesters came to a close, but my interest in this collaborative work did not end.

At the beginning of Fall 2007, participating in DFS became the next step in my

exploration of teacher professional development.
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DRAMA FOR SCHOOLS

Drama for Schools (DFS) is a professional development program, created by Dr.

Sharon Grady at The University of Texas at Austin, that works with school districts to

increase student engagement, learning, test scores and/or to address social problems

through the use of drama strategies.  DFS was first implemented in La Joya, Texas

beginning in 1999, in Tyler, Texas in 2003, and is now being conducted in Victoria,

Texas from 2005 to the present.  It has also been adapted and used in the rural school

district of Galena, Alaska by current DFS Director, Katie Dawson.

About twenty to twenty-five teachers from the school district with which DFS is

currently working typically participate in a DFS professional development program.  The

number of teachers fluctuates based on funding, teacher attrition, and DFS capacity to

serve the district's needs.  Each classroom teacher is paired with a DFS Drama Specialist,

graduate student teaching artists hired by DFS to partner with teachers.  Drama

Specialists each partner with three to four teachers.  The format for DFS during my

experiences working in Victoria beginning in 2007 is to begin the school semester with a

full-day training session with Drama Specialists and participating classroom teachers,

then to provide approximately four after-school professional development sessions with

corresponding in-residence days at schools.

The purpose of the full-day training session is to introduce teachers to drama

strategies and what this teaching approach, drama-based instruction (DBI), described

further in Chapter Two, aims to accomplish. A combination of presentation of material,

setting training and residency dates, lectures, trying out DBI activities, and making

curriculum connections takes place.

Lesson planning, a component that is integral to the DFS model and which takes

place at the end of the training, occurs in subsequent training sessions.  At this first
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meeting, Drama Specialists dedicate time with each teacher with whom they are

partnered to brainstorm ways to get to know them and to integrate a drama strategy that

will fit well into each teacher's current curriculum.  Through email correspondence,

teachers will have already communicated subject area content to their assigned Drama

Specialist so that this face-to-face time is productive and efficient.  The pair then decides

if the Drama Specialist will model the lesson in the classroom during the subsequent

school residence day, co-teach together, or if the teacher will implement the drama

strategy while the Drama Specialist provides support and observes the lesson.

For the current DFS model in Victoria, this in-residence day occurs the day

following the training, with Drama Specialists working with their partnered teachers at

their various schools around Victoria.  In order to have time with each of their teachers,

Drama Specialists generally spend one class period with each classroom teacher, for each

of the four residency "cycles" that occur throughout the semester.

Working for DFS and partnering with teachers to integrate drama strategies into

their classrooms appealed to me for many reasons.  As previously stated, the opportunity

to help teachers find success using drama through one-on-one interactions was part of my

attraction to this work.

For my project, I modified the DFS model to examine professional development

arts integration for sixth grade teachers so that I could explore a collaborative, partnership

approach that seeks teacher ownership, albeit in a shorter timespan.  The project, as

described in this document, focuses on the nature of the partnership between TA and

teacher in order to discover factors that lead to teacher efficacy and internalization of

drama strategies.  I also used a modified DFS model because the DFS model is

collaborative, long-term (not a single workshop but consisting of multiple interactions
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with teachers over a period of months) and sustainable, key elements that are largely

based in Guskey's work.

I also wanted to explore, in relation to teacher efficacy, internalization of drama

strategies and ownership of material presented.  Many professional development

programs do not have lasting impact (Fineberg), which implies lack of necessary teacher

efficacy and internalization to sustain and implement the learning.  Due to this

disconnect, for my thesis research I wanted to work closely with the teachers over a

number of weeks to identify important factors in building teachers' efficacy and

internalization.  I also wanted to explore a model where the work would be continued by

the teacher when the TA was not present, a model that helped the teacher feel

comfortable enough to continue the work independently.  In addition, I wanted to explore

mentoring teachers who may not learn the same way that I do so that I could challenge

myself to find commonality and design instruction with individual learner needs in mind,

another element of DFS that I believe contributes to efficacy and internalization.  To this

end, I wanted to be able to identify the learning preferences of the teachers I worked with

in my project and use that information to determine which teaching methods were best

suited to their learning styles, something I also felt would lead to deeper ownership of

strategies taught.

My central research question for this study is: in a professional development

model for arts integration, what are the key elements in a teacher/TA relationship that

support growth in teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies?  To answer

this question, I used the DFS model as an arts integration professional development

approach that was long-term, used drama strategies in core subject areas, and involved

the teacher in addition to the TA in the execution of the lessons.
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TERMINOLOGY

The following terminology is referenced throughout the thesis.  In the remainder

of this chapter, I define the terms teacher efficacy, teacher internalization, teaching artist,

arts integration, professional development, and drama-based instruction.  I also articulate

the applications of each that I used for the purposes of this study.

Teacher Efficacy

Thomas Guskey and Perry Passaro define teacher efficacy as "teachers' belief or

conviction that they can influence how well students learn, even those who may be

considered difficult or unmotivated."  Thomas Sergiovanni and Robert Starratt state, "An

efficacious teacher believes that he or she has the power and ability to produce a desired

effect.  Efficacy has to do with personal effectiveness, a feeling that one can control

events and produce outcomes."

Teachers have high efficacy if they feel empowered and in control of their

respective classrooms.  The potential to feel confident and motivated to implement new

teaching practices is higher if efficacy is also high.  For the practices learned in

professional development to be sustained, it is crucial to focus on teacher efficacy and

find ways to heighten it.  For this project, I relate teacher efficacy to openness to

professional development and confidence to use drama-based instruction independently

with the conviction that it will positively affect student learning.

Teacher Internalization

Internalization occurs when a teacher has the ability

to both master and value new practices and ways of thinking regardless of
external incentives or penalties…the aim is to help individual teachers internalize
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new approaches so that they understand, value, and can adapt such
practices…Teachers who are engaged in joint experimentation, inquiry, and
discussion with regard to new approaches seem more likely to eventually
internalize the approach, that is, to understand it and be able to use it even if
external supports disappear. (Levine & Marcus)

For a professional development model to be sustainable, I knew teachers would

need to process a range of instructional drama strategies and be able to identify their

value in their classrooms, implement them appropriately, as well as successfully adapt

them for their students.  Monitoring and building teacher internalization was therefore a

core element of my study.  Guskey refers to the permanent integration of strategies into

teachers' curriculum as job-embedded practice.  In this way, I was able to determine "job-

embedded practice. I used teacher observations and reflections to ascertain if

participating teachers were able to use the drama strategies we explored in my absence

and without my involvement in lesson planning and implementation.

Teaching Artist

Throughout this document, I use the term teaching artist (TA) to describe my role

in the thesis project.

A Teaching Artist is a professional visual, performing, or literary artist who works
in schools and in the community. The Teaching Artist may perform for the
students and teachers, may work in long term or short-term residencies in
classrooms or in a community setting, or may lead in program development
through involvement in curricular planning and residencies with school partners.
The Teaching Artist is an educator who integrates the creative process into the
classroom and the community. (Association of Teaching Artists)

My research focuses on a specific subset of this description of a TA, that of an

educator who collaborates with classroom teachers to jointly work towards infusing arts

in their curriculum.  My work as a TA in the DFS program was with teachers in schools,
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integrating the creative process of inquiry and exploration through drama-based

instruction.

Eric Booth, a nationally recognized teaching artist, public speaker, and writer in

the field of theatre education, defines a TA as "a practicing professional artist with the

complementary skills and sensibilities of an educator, who engages people in learning

experiences in, through and about the arts."  Distinguishing a TA as possessing teaching

knowledge is critical.  Not all artists are teachers, certainly, and the term teaching artist

must be recognized as pertaining to a distinct profession.

Within the DFS model, the term Drama Specialist, instead of TA, is used, but the

meaning is nearly interchangeable.  Additionally, DFS Drama Specialists are assumed to

have substantial knowledge in education and teaching, if not prior to attending graduate

school then as a result of taking required graduate classes.  Because DFS is a professional

development model for arts integration, the art form is not the sole focus of a DFS school

residency.  An arts integration approach requires, as explained below, that two disciplines

be simultaneously investigated.
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Arts Integration

Figure 1.  The Drama Learning Helix (Bowell) represents one way to how two content
areas come together for arts integration.

The DFS professional development model modified for this project is designed

for arts integration in the classroom.

Drama always has to have a content, so it offers children two strands…learning
about the nature of drama and learning through drama about other things.  A helix
is a very good model to illustrate the relationship between form and content.  It
demonstrates that the two strands of learning are […] entwined together.
Although one may be in sharper focus than the other at any given moment, the
other is always present.  It also shows that the focus can shift between the two
strands. (Bowell)

A double helix illustrates how I understand arts integration: two subject matter

strands come together, become interrelated, and do not have a fixed point.  There is

movement back and forth between disciplines and facilitating this interplay requires

flexibility on the part of the teacher and/or TA.  This dual focus lies at the heart of arts
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integration because both the drama and subject area goals must be presented to the

students hand-in-hand.  In arts integration, the lesson's focus is always shared between

the two subjects, though not necessarily equally.  Without this joint focus, arts integration

does not take place.  Instead, there is separation; two separate lessons.

Arts integration "is based on shared or related concepts, and instruction in each

content area has depth and integrity reflected by embedded assessments, standards, and

objectives." (Bowell)  There must be a balance so that the instruction does not focus

unevenly on one or the other, but values both.  Assessments, standards, and objectives in

both content areas are critical components.

For this project, arts integration is the focus of the professional development

approach between the TA and the teacher.  Although the term arts integration includes

multiple arts disciplines as a method of learning, for the purposes of my study arts

integration refers only to integration of drama strategies into the core curriculum.  The

thesis project led to integration of drama into core subject area lessons.

The professional development model that I employ in my project is drama-based

instruction (DBI). DBI is an umbrella term for a collection of teaching tools (including

interactive games, improvisation, and role-playing) designed to be used in conjunction

with classroom curriculum (Dawson).  Katie Dawson, Director of DFS, characterizes

these DBI strategies used in DFS.

 The instructional strategies used in the DFS training program are representative
of applied forms of drama and theatre. The program is underpinned by the critical
pedagogies of libratory educational theorist Paulo Freire and the constructivist
pedagogy of progressive education. The program model itself also reflects a
Freirian commitment to dialogic collaboration. (Dawson)
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Professional Development

Different professional development approaches are used to achieve various goals

and objectives in K-12 school settings.  Thomas Guskey, former teacher and

administrator, identifies the following major professional development models.

• Training model

• Observation/assessment model

• Involvement in a development/improvement process

• Study groups

• Inquiry/action research

• Individually guided activities

• Mentoring

A training model involves a professional development facilitator or facilitators

teaching information to a participating teacher, or cohort of teachers, for a scheduled

period of time, typically following a traditional lecture, discussion, workshop, or seminar

format.  With an observation/assessment model, the facilitator observes a teacher while

he or she teaches and provides verbal or written assessment using a rubric or other

support tool.  Involvement in a development/improvement process refers to the research

and skill building that accompanies such improvements as new curriculum, programs, or

school policies.  Study groups are made up of a cohort of teachers or a variety of school

professionals who work together for an agreed upon amount of time towards addressing

school improvement or problems.  An inquiry/action research model positions the teacher

as the primary investigator and empowers him or her to identify a problem or question

regarding the classroom and conduct and analyze relevant research.  Individually guided
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activities could include any teacher-selected approach to improvement in professional

practice, such as portfolios, reflections, or videotaping and viewing his or her classes.

Mentoring consists of partnering a veteran teacher with a teacher with less teaching

experience in order to provide support and guidance, which may occur during planning

sessions as well as during classroom instruction (Guskey).  For this project, I employed a

combination training and observation model.

Professional development presentation styles can range from lecture, to

interactive workshop, to educational performance, to classroom observation, to

Powerpoint presentation.  The frequency of these activities can range from a single

session to multiple sessions or even multiple year programs.  For example, professional

development might be an after-school information session to familiarize teachers with

new school rules and regulations or a one-week institute on strategies to increase student

literacy.  Teachers may also be asked to each share a teaching approach at their respective

departmental meetings.  Regardless of approach, the aims of professional development

are for teacher improvement, which in turn is assumed to promote student achievement.

In my project, I employed teacher observations, a training workshop, emails, print

materials, and joint planning sessions and teaching.

The role of a TA in professional development is best understood by examining the

context for the professional development work, which is as a practitioner of professional

development for teachers.  According to The Southeast Center for Education in the Arts,

"the best professional development is ongoing and sustained, engages participants in the

pursuit of answers to genuine questions, and helps participants reflect on their teaching

and build collegial relationships."  This study sought to embody these characteristics of

professional development.
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CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I provided a background for my interest and experience in arts

integration professional development for teachers and presented the research question

driving my thesis project.  I also have provided terminology that I will use throughout

this document.  In Chapter Two, I will describe drama-based instruction in greater detail

and how I modified the DFS model for my project.  In Chapter Three, I will discuss the

project implementation at a middle school in Austin, Texas and how the project design

was further modified to fit the school and teachers in the project.  This fieldwork served

as the basis for exploring key factors in the TA/teacher relationship that contributed to

individual teacher internalization and efficacy.

Finally, in Chapter Four, I will discuss my findings, including the procedures for

gathering teacher feedback and my observations and the interpretation of this

documentation. I will conclude with recommendations and future implications of this

work.
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Chapter Two: Selecting and Modifying the Drama for Schools Model

In this chapter, I discuss the professional development model I chose to modify

for my thesis project and the reasons behind its selection.  I also introduce the term

"drama-based instruction" as a specific approach to professional development that Drama

for Schools (DFS), employs.  I then describe the process and criteria for modifying the

DFS model for my project, and describe the project design I used for this study.

A CLOSER LOOK AT DRAMA FOR SCHOOLS AS A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
APPROACH

Guskey describes professional development as a process that is intentional,

ongoing, and systemic.  As I considered different professional development models and

the range of approaches, I adopted Guskey's description as part of my criteria for

selecting a model.  I realized that I wanted a high degree of collaboration with classroom

teachers and a partnership format, thus allowing me the potential to build on individual

teacher strengths and their ownership of the learning.  In addition, I used the DFS model

because it aligned well with that criteria.  This model achieves my goals of examining

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies because of its significant

classroom residency component and its reflection format. The structure of the DFS model

allows me to observe teachers implementing new strategies learned via professional

development activities in their classrooms while also providing opportunities to collect

teacher perspectives, attitudes, and evidence of understanding on a consistent basis. In the

DFS model, teachers are asked by their Drama Specialists to share the responsibility of

planning and implementing lessons and are encouraged to rise to the challenge of using

drama strategies in their classrooms.
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A combination constructivist and socioconstructivist approach is used in the DFS

model. A constructivist approach to learning is the theory that embraces the learner's

individual differences and backgrounds.  It recognizes that learners connect prior

knowledge to new learning to make meaning so each will have unique entry points. The

DFS model, then, positively influences teachers' learning, including efficacy and

internalization, by remaining flexible in order to appeal to teachers' varied learning and

teaching styles and needs.  A socioconstructivist approach builds on constructivism by

acknowledging that meaning is constructed within the context of interactions with others.

According to this theory, one's growth and learning occurs within social exchanges taking

place.  In the case of the DFS program, this growth and learning may occur in a DFS

professional development conference room or related setting with teachers for a training

session, lesson-planning and debriefing. The strategies regarding this learning approach

are active, discussion-based, and allow time for problem-solving and collaborating,

paralleling the approach DFS works with teachers to implement in their classrooms.  As

Chickering states,

Learning is not a spectator sport.  Students do not learn much just by sitting in
classes listening to teachers, memorizing pre-packaged assignments, and spitting
out answers.  They must talk about what they are learning, write about it, relate it
to past experiences, apply it to their daily lives.  They must make what they learn
part of themselves. (Chickering)

In order for teachers to internalize what they are being taught, the same concept of

connecting the work to their lives and letting their voices be heard applies.  These

components of DFS necessitate forming a strong partnership between TA and teacher.

This model therefore also serves as an effective means by which to answer the research

question raised earlier about the elements of TA/teacher collaborations that lead to

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  The partnership component is

the linchpin of the DFS model.  As I have stated previously, shared responsibility
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between teacher and TA is a characteristic of an effective partnership that can impact

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies and was key to my adopting a

modified DFS model for my study.

DRAMA-BASED INSTRUCTION

The DFS model uses the term drama-based instruction (DBI) to describe a

specific approach to arts integration.  Current DFS Director, Katie Dawson, defines DBI

as "the application of drama techniques and drama pedagogy to increase motivation,

engagement, dialogue, and comprehension in the classroom" (Dawson 2006).  During the

program's partnership with the school district in Galena, Alaska, teaching artist and

project director Katie Dawson began to use DBI as a result of the influences of Dorothy

Heathcote, Cecily O'Neil, Lev Vygotsky, Brian Edminston, and Jeffery Wilhelm

(Dawson 2006).  This terminology reflected her aim to make the work more accessible

and applicable to the classroom teachers with whom she was working and allowed for

differentiating her approach in response to the perceived needs of her group.

My shift in language [to drama-based instruction] was a reflection of my growth
[…] I realized during my interviews [with educators], that I would need to
educate myself in the language of non-drama education.  I needed to alter my
description of DFS's intentions to honor the language and location of my work - I
was training classroom teachers not drama teachers. (Dawson)

Following Dawson, in my own project I wanted to investigate if being sensitive to

classroom teacher's needs would improve teacher efficacy and internalization of drama

strategies.
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SELECTING THE DRAMA FOR SCHOOLS MODEL

I selected DFS as the professional development model to modify for my thesis

project because it satisfied my search criteria for a model that had flexibility, provided

time for collaboration and reflection, established assessment measures, as well as

contained a partnership approach, long-term potential, and familiarity.  I selected these

criteria because I had observed that they could yield maximal teacher efficacy and

internalization for participants.

As discussed in Chapter One, one criterion of my project was that the professional

development model needed to be flexible.  I wanted to be able to observe and gather

feedback from participating teachers and make changes to the model in response to their

needs.  I recognized that a model with rigid structures and exhaustive procedures, while

quite useful in some instances, would not be a good fit for my project because it would

detract from flexibility.  DFS intentionally allows flexibility in its model to add relevance

and a degree of freedom for the TAs working with their teachers.  DFS is structured as a

learning laboratory for TAs, comprised of theatre department graduate students, to try out

research-based approaches to supporting teachers and applying arts integration to K-12

classrooms.  Since DFS is a program within UT, it also functions as an extension of the

academic education of many graduate students in the Drama and Theatre for Youth

(DTY) program as well as the UT Department of Theatre and Dance.  For this reason,

there are protocols developed, such as lesson planning rubrics and copies of past training

agendas, but the TAs are charged with creating new material and tailoring approaches to

the teachers with whom they partner.  It is this customization that can connect teachers

more deeply to the work, increasing their potential for efficacy and internalization. (see

Appendix D)
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Allotting a significant amount of time for collaboration and reflection between

TA and teacher partnerships was another characteristic I desired for my model because

these practices can lead to growth in teacher efficacy and internalization of drama

strategies. The DFS model incorporates collaboration and a reflection cycle into its

design.  Lazarus points to the importance of a reflective practice:

Reflective practice - the habit of considering and reconsidering what transpires in
your interactions with students and others - is an important element of best
practice.  As busy professionals, we often don't take time for reflection or dismiss
it […] But there are all kinds of wondering and worries swirling about us each
day that beg reflection. (Lazarus)

 In my desire to identify those elements of TA/teacher partnerships that lead to

teacher efficacy and internalization, reflecting and discussing teachers' responses and

opinions, as well as my own as the TA, were critical.  I knew from my tenure as a Drama

Specialist for DFS that setting aside the time for reflection was difficult.  Though we had

the best of intentions to reflect meaningfully after each residency, more pressing

discussions or simple lack of time to meet prevented us from achieving this goal.  For my

study, I also hoped to overcome these challenges hindering "reflective practice," as

defined by Lazarus.

The DFS model already had assessment measures in place.  Pre and post

evaluation surveys were regularly administered to teachers.  Focus groups met at the end

of each semester to record teacher discussions regarding programmatic strengths and

weaknesses, where they see themselves in terms of their professional development

process, and what the integration of drama strategies means to their teaching practice.  I

appreciated having these assessment tools already created for the DFS model so that I

could build on and modify them to relate to my research on teacher efficacy and

internalization.  In DFS, assessment information is self-reported by the teachers.  Using

this model allowed me to pursue my interest in giving the teachers a voice regarding their
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experiences in the professional development process.  I supplemented this self-reporting

with classroom observations and post-residency reflections, interviews, and

questionnaires.

I wanted to select a model that employed an authentic partnership, one that valued

the teachers' ideas and input and gave them equal participation in the planning process.  I

wanted a professional development model in which I could create lesson plans with the

teachers, not in their absence.  Although realistically some pre-planning needs to be done

by the TA, especially towards the beginning of a partnership, I wanted to make sure

teachers were a part of the process and that they were consistently involved in the

direction the lesson plan was headed.  What I did not want to happen was for a lesson

plan to be modeled in a teacher's classroom that he or she had no prior knowledge of and

would thus be unable to process in productive ways.  My experience as a Teaching Artist

intern at McCarter Theatre, struggling to implement lesson plans before I felt prepared,

reminded me of how frustrating that could be and helped me understand the kind of

support in lesson planning and implementation teachers need to be successful.  DFS

honored the true partnership model I sought, with a sincere focus on communication and

relationships driving the work.  This communication was face-to-face as well as through

email and written DBI materials.

The potential for long-term involvement between TA/teacher partnerships was

another feature I looked for in an arts integration professional development model.

Although I knew that my study would be short-term (approximately one semester in

length), I wanted to explore a model that could be extended from year to year, and which

would steadily "scaffold" teacher learning and build on teachers' expertise over a period

of time.  I was looking for a model with long-term teacher involvement, where the

classroom teachers continue using DBI long after their partnership with the TA
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concludes.  My previous experiences as a Drama Specialist for DFS were a contributing

factor to interest in my thesis project.  I knew first-hand of DBI's effectiveness, in fact a

teacher in Victoria that I partnered with a year ago told me that she still uses DFS

strategies in her classroom.  Because the DFS model supported such long-term

involvement, I felt it a very suitable model for my study.

Finally, I chose DFS because I was familiar with the model.  I wanted to be able

to focus on the selected research areas of my project rather than spend time designing my

own model or learning to implement a different program model and then getting used to

its structure.  Since I wanted to focus not on the logistics of a larger program model, but

on the nuances of TA-teacher partnerships, DFS was a compelling choice.

DRAMA FOR SCHOOLS AND SUPPORTING RESEARCH

DFS training also draws on teacher initiative as part of its design; instead of
providing a prescriptive set of materials or lesson plans, participants connect
content units to the drama-based strategies that best support their individual
teaching styles and characteristics of the students they serve. (Cawthon &
Dawson)

The measures DFS took to create relevant, understandable, and flexible

professional development opportunities for teachers helped encourage internalization of

the drama strategies.  I investigated research in the field of education to determine the

potential impact of the DFS model on teacher efficacy and internalization.  One pertinent

study that I found linked teacher efficacy levels to corresponding levels of commitment

and motivation to teaching (Sergiovanni & Starratt).  Thus, since the DFS model aimed to

nurture teacher efficacy through support and partnership, implications for teacher

commitment and motivation were clear.  Increasing the focus on these components in

turn increases the likelihood of implementation and sustainability of the drama strategies,
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which was my goal in focusing on efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  In

addition to commitment and motivation, a different study on new programs identified

teacher efficacy as the most reliable predictor for implementation (Berman &

McLaughlin).  A complementary study linked teacher efficacy to persistence, resilience,

and enthusiasm (Tschannen-Moran et al.).  Since sustaining professional development

strategies was my overarching goal, and internalization and efficacy were identified as

supporting this goal, this research assured me that the DFS model had elements that could

yield results I wished to study.

I began to investigate which teaching approaches in DBI are effective if used

appropriately.  I knew anecdotally that the school residencies, close partnerships, and

after-school trainings within the DFS model contributed to teacher internalization of the

drama strategies.  I also knew that the flexibility of the program allowed for

customization, as explained earlier in this chapter.

MODIFYING THE DRAMA FOR SCHOOLS MODEL

What I wished to do with this project was modify the DFS model to better focus

on the TA/teacher relationship and look at elements that I believed contributed to teacher

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  The elements I examined are: face-to-

face reflection, email communication, lesson plans, professional development day, and

residency days.  Residency Days included co-planning lessons, model teaching, and co-

teaching and observations.  Indicators of growth I would look for to explore how the

above elements affected teacher efficacy and internalization are: teacher engagement,

self-reporting through TA/teacher reflections, direct observation of teachers during

Residency Days, and responses on surveys and questionnaires.
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As described in Chapter One, DFS assumes involvement by the entire school

district.  Having selected DFS as the model for my thesis project, I realized my next task

was to modify the model to suit my needs without compromising the project criteria

mentioned earlier.  I needed to pare down the structure to allow an effective investigation

of teacher-TA relationships formed during the partnership.  In order to do this, I

considered factors of time, resources, and participants.

In terms of available resources, I knew that doing a full-day training session at the

beginning of each semester, as in the DFS model, would not make sense to do on my own

with far fewer teachers.  The most useful aspect of training sessions is the opportunity to

try out strategies together, and with an anticipated small group of teachers and myself, the

numbers would be insufficient to do so.  I also realized the DFS structure of small group

training in a series of afternoon sessions may not be the best approach either, since I

would already be teaching and working closely with a small number of teachers.

Practicing drama activities with a small number of people can be difficult and less likely

to be effective.  I decided on a similar structure to my partnership at Ojeda Middle

School, which included lesson-planning sessions, teaching days, and time for reflection

together and in writing.

I knew that I wanted to complete the thesis project in one semester so that the

following semester could be spent writing about the project.  My semesters last roughly

four months each, although I also accounted for K-12 school in-service days and holidays

as well as my graduate course schedule and related commitments.  I decided a realistic

goal was to plan for and implement three to four lesson plans with teachers.  For each of

these lesson plans, I also modified the school visit format of the TA.  With DFS in

Victoria, the two hour drive each way from Austin had to be taken into account, and I

headed back to Austin by early afternoon to return a rental car before the rental store
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closed for the evening.  These logistics kept me from visiting each participating teacher's

classroom for more than one or two class periods on each school visit.  Recalling my

positive experience spending multiple class periods at Ojeda Middle School as part of my

graduate coursework, I decided to modify the DFS format so I could visit the school in

my project for at least three class periods per teacher in the study.  To accommodate this

decision, I decided to find a school in Austin for the project instead of working with

teachers in Victoria, TX, the current DFS site.

I only wanted to partner with a few classroom teachers because I could then use a

detailed, descriptive method for my study, making the total number of participants far

less than with DFS.  To allow myself time for substantial planning, teaching, and

reflection time, I felt working with two to three participants would be ideal for the study.

That way, I could dedicate time to partner with each teacher for full teaching days about

once a month.

MY STUDY

At the outset of my study, I believed this modified DFS model would yield

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies, but I also wanted to investigate

what elements of this model would positively affect teacher efficacy and ownership of

these strategies.  In addition to evidence from supporting research, my past experiences

with mentorship and partnership models discussed in Chapter One, taught me through

trial and error which approaches tended to be effective.  Particularly with DFS, having

been involved with implementing that model for a longer period of time, I knew which

aspects of the work I viewed as enhancing teacher efficacy and internalization.  For

example, building rapport and trust with participating teachers through face-to-face

reflection and residency days include two key elements that I believed would accomplish
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these outcomes.  I had learned that it was more productive overall to allot time during

each teacher interaction to make conversation and find commonalities.  I also believed

that gently pushing each teacher to co-plan drama activities with the TA was valuable in

increasing efficacy and internalization.  I felt that if I ever monopolized lesson-planning

responsibilities this would lessen the potential for teachers to later implement the

strategies independently.  My experiences with DFS in Victoria, Texas, caused me to

assume that consistent encouragement, communication, and face-to-face interactions

were critical to building teacher efficacy and internalization in a professional

development model.  I believed that the elements I identified on Page 26 would support

what I assumed would increase teacher efficacy and internalization.

I knew some combination of the work I did with DFS was effective from DFS

teacher observations and feedback over an extended period of time.  However, beyond

theoretical speculation based on my participation and implications from research in the

field, I did not know which assumptions were true and why they did or did not work.  I

also did not know, among effective elements, which were most effective or least

effective.  Through a modified DFS model, I wanted to challenge my assumptions and

biases and investigate how well they held.

To pursue the answers to these questions, I wanted to work at a nearby school so

that I could conduct frequent visits.  I wanted to work with middle school teachers in

classrooms with a student grade level range I particularly enjoyed working with, had

worked with before, and with whom I wanted to continue strengthening my teaching and

lesson-planning skills.  English Language Arts was my ideal subject area since I majored

in English at Rice University, and it is a subject I am passionate about.  In order to

customize the professional development to teacher needs, I intentionally did not plan

curriculum in advance.  I did anticipate drawing from DFS drama strategies I thought
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would work well for English Language Arts classrooms.  I expected to use most or all of

the following drama activities: Image Work, Artifacts, Minefield, Hotseating, Graffiti

Alphabet, and Questions From a Hat (See Appendix B).

These activities were anticipated because their objectives were complementary to

English Language Arts concepts, such as interpreting Image Work and inferencing.  The

activities were also among those that I had used for DFS teachers in Victoria and found to

be successful in the classroom and useful to the teachers.  I planned to select strategies to

introduce to teachers in my study only after learning what material they were covering in

their classrooms.  This meant that a more complex and harder to internalize strategy

might be used before a simpler strategy in the scope and sequence of the professional

development.  Perhaps this was not the best choice.  However, I reasoned that because I

planned to spend a significant amount of time with each teacher, particularly during

residency days, that I would be able to provide the support that was needed.  Also, I

reserved the flexibility to opt not to use a particular strategy based on individual teacher

levels of efficacy and internalization; if I felt that a teacher would not feel successful

implementing a particular strategy, I would instead introduce a different strategy to him

or her.  I also expected to spend preparation time reading teachers' class literature and

familiarizing myself with course materials once I met with and received curriculum from

teachers who were selected for my study.

As I contemplated carrying out the design of my modified DFS model, I

envisioned characteristics in teachers that would position them to benefit from the

professional development leading to high potential for developing efficacy and

internalization.  Since I modeled lesson plans in the classroom, I knew I wanted teachers

with whom I shared similar teaching styles, including tolerance for chaos or noise and

certain methods of relating to students and implementing classroom management.  I
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remembered my experience where teaching styles were not complementary and I was

unaware of this disparity and therefore unable to adapt my teaching style to better suit her

learning.  The partnership had little success, and I wanted to avoid that in my project.

The first time I modeled a lesson plan for a DFS teacher in Victoria there had not

been time to observe her teaching in her classroom.  During the lesson and from her

reflection following the lesson, it became clear that she was not comfortable adapting the

lesson in her classroom because my teaching style was so different from her own.  I

tolerated some side conversations between students while I found out afterward that she

interacted with students through formal authority and highly structured classroom

management.

Consequently, I wanted to conduct teacher observations before initiating

partnerships in my thesis project to be sure there was compatibility between teacher and

TA participants.  I also wanted teachers with expertise in their subject area and

corresponding pedagogical knowledge.  The teachers needed to already understand their

material and be familiar with aspects of the content that students struggled with or needed

certain instructional approaches to understand.  These preferences also stem from a DFS

experience.  One new teacher I partnered with in Victoria, while open to professional

development support, needed help understanding how her students learned and how to

scaffold teaching, so learning new approaches to content material she was not yet familiar

with overwhelmed her and hindered our progress.  Also, her initial efficacy level seemed

low.  Before she could begin to internalize the drama strategies, she needed to gain

comfort and confidence teaching her subject material and meeting her students' needs.

Finally, I wanted to work with teachers who were open to changing their teaching

practice and interested in professional growth.  My modified model required

responsibility and effort from both sides of the teacher-TA partnership.  For teachers to
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internalize the drama strategies we explored with the time constraints of my study,

attributing value to the work, dedicating time, and exerting effort to understand it at

multiple levels was important.

PROJECT DESIGN

I planned to use the pre and post-lesson plan evaluation surveys that DFS used for

their tracking and evaluation of the program (See Appendix A).  I expected to supplement

this data with exit interview questions to pose to the participating teachers, based on DFS

focus group questions.  I also anticipated asking teachers questions to guide reflections

during and at the culmination of each of the teaching days and focus questions at the

conclusion of the project.

I chose a descriptive research methodology because I believed it would most

effectively provide a structure for the teachers' voices to be heard.  By recounting their

experiences in a narrative, chronological presentation, it was my intention that readers of

this document would then be able to glean understanding of the residency and receive a

full picture of the process and its implications for other professional development models.

To evaluate the study, I planned to supplement the teacher-reported data with

analysis specifically focused on elements of the TA/teacher relationship pertaining to

teacher efficacy and internalization (See page 26).  I anticipated using observations and

reflections as a means of searching for expressions of increased efficacy and

internalization.  Were teachers able to successfully teach the drama strategies to their

students?  Did teachers feel confident in their implementation of the new approach?

Were teachers able to adapt the lesson plans to teach similar strategies with other content

areas as well?  To explore these questions with my participants, I expected to use teacher

observations during teaching days and post-lesson reflections as evaluative instruments.
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These would be designed to focus on indicators of efficacy and internalization, including

teachers' effective implementation of lesson plan components: defining objectives, clarity

of instruction, clear transitions, creation of an appropriate and consistent dramatic

framework, and thoughtful processing questions.

Following the last residency cycle of TA and teacher Planning Sessions,

Residency Days, and post-lesson Reflections, I planned to conclude my formal

interactions with participating teachers with teacher exit interviews.  I anticipated using

the following focus questions, adapted from DFS questions that were used with

participating teachers in Victoria, Texas:

• Describe what it was like for you to try the drama-based instruction in
your classroom.

• Describe your hopes or fears about doing these activities in your
classroom.  Did any of them realize themselves?

• In what ways, if any, does working with these strategies affect how you
think about your teaching?

• Thinking about these components: email, meetings to lesson plan or
reflect, model lessons, written lessons, training, what are the MOST
IMPORTANT components for helping you teach drama-based instruction
in your classroom?  Anything missing/would have liked more of?

• How comfortable were you teaching these lessons?  Anything that could
have improved that?

I expected to conduct separate interviews using the above questions lasting

approximately fifteen minutes with each teacher.  I would note their responses in writing

and tape-record each interview.   For this reflection session, I would follow the DFS

structure for posing focus questions, in which I as the facilitator work to maintain a

neutral tone.  I only comment on a response to ask probing, follow-up, or clarification
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questions.  Otherwise, to preserve the integrity of the evaluative research, I need to be

careful to keep my opinions and ideas out of the exit interviews.  This method of

gathering information about efficacy and internalization would serve two purposes: (1) to

document responses that indicated or related to teacher efficacy and internalization and

(2) to provide an opportunity to hear the classroom teachers' ideas and opinions in regard

to the project.  I wanted to hear the teachers speak of their challenges, successes, stresses

and responses to our professional development work together.  While the teachers I end

up working with will have perspectives, attitudes, challenges, and successes with this

work that are not representative of all teachers, I anticipate that their reflections will

provide insight into some realities of a teacher/TA partnership that TAs and professional

development providers may find useful in designing future models of arts integration.

CURRICULUM DESIGN

Although I did not create curriculum in advance so that I could be responsive to

specific needs of the teachers, I anticipated using the drama strategies mentioned earlier

in this chapter (see Appendix B) and implementing a rigorous residency cycle with

participating teachers.  The cycle is like a Plan-Do-Reflect-Review cycle as presented

below (McKimm).
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Figure 2.  The "Plan-Do-Reflect-Review" cycle is one way to view the steps in a
professional development arts integration residency.

Specifically, the components used throughout this study comprise the following

steps:

• TA Planning

• Teacher/TA Co-planning Sessions

• Teacher Planning

• TA and Teacher Residency Days

o Modeling

o Co-teaching

o Observation of Teacher

• Reflection
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TA Planning consists of preparation the TA takes before meeting with the teacher

to plan, including a lesson, soliciting content material that will be covered during

Residency Days and conducting initial brainstorming into applicable drama strategies.

After a Planning Session, the TA would be responsible for finalizing the lesson plan and

sending a typed version to the teacher before the Residency Days.

Planning Sessions involve the TA and the teacher co-planning a lesson that they

will implement together during Residency Days.  As teachers' efficacy and internalization

of the strategies increases, she becomes an increasingly equal brainstorming partner

during this meeting.  Also during these sessions, calendar dates are finalized for

Residency Days and additional considerations regarding the lesson plan, including

anticipated classroom management challenges and preparation of materials that will be

needed, are noted.

Teacher planning includes any preparation the teacher will need to make before

the Residency Days, be it reviewing content material students will need to know for the

chosen drama strategies, rearranging the room setup, or generating materials for the

activity.

TA and Teacher Residency Days fluctuate between modeling, co-teaching, and

observation of teacher.  Modeling refers to the TA teaching the lesson to the teacher's

students so that the teacher may observe and process the lesson components.  At the

comfort and readiness of the teacher, co-teaching may occur anywhere between the

second and last time the lesson is implemented in the classroom, and involves both

teacher and TA in the facilitation of the lesson.  The pair will agree on who leads which

sections before the class begins.  The last step for the teacher, observation, is when the

teacher takes on the responsibility of teaching the entire lesson while the TA observes,

providing support if necessary as well as providing feedback following the lesson.
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Reflection, the last component of the Residency Cycle, is an integral component

to learning that occurs during this professional development approach.  The critical link

between the last Residency Day and the next Planning Session, reflection, allows TA and

teacher to come together to discuss strengths and weaknesses of their work together and

build upon experience to solidify the experiential learning.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have described drama-based instruction, my selection of the DFS

model for my thesis study, the modifications made and reasons behind such changes.  I

articulated my ideal study and the characteristics I was looking for that would satisfy my

preferences.  I linked the project design, research, and related implications for teacher

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies and explained the steps I took for each

full reflection cycle with participating teachers.

In Chapter Three, I will apply this design to my actual thesis project.  I will

describe the school, teachers, and related selection process.  I will then provide a

chronological, descriptive narrative of my experiences with participating teachers

throughout the implementation of a further modified DFS model.
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Chapter Three: Project Implementation

For ten weeks, I collaborated with two middle school math teachers and one

middle school English teacher to bring drama-based instruction into their classrooms.

During this period, I collected their responses and feedback, and documented my

observations pertaining to teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  In this

chapter, I describe the implementation process for the model, from site and participant

selection, to TA observations, to further modification of the model and instructional

interactions with participating teachers.

SITE SELECTION

I had a contact with an interested teacher at an Austin area middle school, which

greatly influenced me to favor that particular school.  My study focused on TA/teacher

relationships, so the teachers I would partner with had the most impact on my decision

process.  I had previously worked with teachers at other schools in the Austin area and

had positive experiences, so I also considered those sites.  I wanted to work at a public

school because my schooling background was in that setting and because it would be

more likely to have at-risk students, whom I have always been passionate about reaching

through education.  Ultimately, I selected the school with the teacher who had expressed

interest in having me in her classroom because her investment had already begun and

because the school was located less than two miles from my home.  Distance was an

important factor in my decision because I wanted to allow teachers flexibility in finding

time to meet with me and I wanted the added convenience to enable me to meet with
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participating teachers on a regular basis.  I would be able to stop by briefly or for longer

periods of time without difficulty, which was not the case with the DFS Victoria site.

PROJECT SITE

The middle school I identified for my project (renamed Pollock Middle School for

the purposes of this study) was built in 1986 and serves grades six through eight.  The

school employs 86 teachers and 1,149 students with a nearly equal male-to-female ratio.

Student ethnicity breakdown is as follows: seven percent Asian, thirty-four percent

Hispanic, twenty-four percent African American, and thirty-six percent Caucasian.

Twenty-six percent of the students at the school are eligible for free lunches and eight

percent are eligible for reduced lunches (School Website 2008).  The average class size is

twenty students.  The school has established many programs and partnerships with

outside organizations, including a partnership with The University of Texas at Austin

UTeach Math and Natural Sciences program, in which Mary and Christa (two of three

teachers selected for my study, as described in the next section) had participated.2  That

Mary and Christa had already worked with college students at UT put me at ease, as it

seemed that they were willing to take the extra time to work with me.  I feel their past

experience had given them some idea of what to expect in our partnership.  This

assumption proved true during the project, when they indicated that they were

accustomed to providing feedback for research collection and referenced their UTeach

experience.

The three teachers who participated in my thesis research all teach in the

academic magnet program, which attracts students from all over Austin.  The gender and
                                                  
2 In this partnership, undergraduate students are assigned to a teacher to observe and/or student teach with
as part of their coursework.  These mentor teachers are paid for their partnership and receive special
training.
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ethnicity breakdowns are quite different in the magnet program classes of the three

teachers with whom I worked.  The math classes had significantly more male students

than female students and classes for all three teachers had far more Asian and White

students than the overall school percentages.

IDENTIFYING TEACHERS

As discussed in Chapter Two, my criteria for teachers I wanted to have in the

project were that they possess similar learning, teaching, and classroom management

styles to my own respective approaches.  In areas where our approaches were not the

same, I would learn where the differences occurred in order to modify my approach to

more closely match the style of the teachers. I believed doing this was important for

increasing teacher efficacy and internalization.  I met Mary Kahn, my primary contact at

Pollock Middle School, through her sister Julia, a friend of mine.  Julia was in town and

while we were all at dinner with her mother and Mary, they asked me about my research.

Mary expressed interest in my work and said she would like to have me visit her

classroom if I had the time.  A few weeks later, I realized I could do more than that and

asked her to participate in my thesis project.

My first meeting at the school with Mary during her planning period, September

9, 2009, can be summarized as being warm and harried.  Since schools run on a bell

schedule, many teachers scurry to make the most of their time between classes.  Mary

greeted me at the front of the school, where she had waited for me, with a hug and told

me how excited she was to work with me.  We sat down together in her classroom and I

shared a Drama for Schools folder with her (see Appendix B).  It included literature about

that program, teacher and student responses, and sample classroom content.  I told her the

goals I had for our work together in support of my thesis project: to establish a
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partnership in which both of us would contribute to lesson planning and classroom

instruction; to collaborate on drama-based instructional strategies that I would share

through modeling and discussion; and to seek out the best ways to support her

development as she learned to use drama strategies with students independently.  I asked

her what her goals were and she said to increase student engagement and to learn fun

activities for use with her students.  I explained as well that my thesis focus was on

teacher efficacy and internalization and that I would be seeking her honest feedback

throughout the residency on how things are progressing in our partnership together.

Mary recommended another math teacher when I asked for additional teachers to

work with in the project.  Mary thought her colleague Christa Clark, who teaches the

same grade level and subject, would also be interested.  After our initial greeting, we

went next door to Christa's classroom and Mary introduced us to each other.  I shared a

Drama for Schools folder with Christa and outlined the project focus.  She thought it

would be interesting to get involved and told me she was interested in learning new

engagement activities.  She also said she enjoyed trying out fun, new lessons.  Christa

agreed to participate and I told her I would be in touch to set up our first lesson-planning

meeting soon.

To find another teacher, Mary led me further down the hall.  She told me the

English teacher in the same magnet program and grade level she and Christa taught with

might be interested.  I liked the idea of working with the same grade level and some of

the same students.  We approached this teacher, Debbie Rothstein, in the hall and Mary

introduced me.  She quickly said that the project sounded interesting and I could help her

with doing plays with her students, a common misconception that limits this work and is

not yet overcome.  I clarified that our work could apply to any content that she was

teaching, and that I would email her to set up an informational meeting.  I thanked Mary
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for her assistance and left the school.  When I later met with Debbie the next day, on

September 10, 2009, to go over the details of the project and what I hoped to accomplish

should she agree to participate, I gave her a Drama for Schools folder and articulated my

goals, as I had done with Mary and Christa.  She consented to participate, and I was ready

to begin my thesis project with the above three teachers.

Mary

Mary is in her mid-30s and holds a Masters in Education and Bachelor of Science

in Mathematics.  She has taught for three years, all at Pollock Middle School.  As a

teacher, Mary is very relaxed.  She is comfortable with noise and movement in her

classroom, and when she needs to get her students' attention, she is capable of raising her

voice quite a bit and showing her authority.  Her students respond well to her and seem to

like her, as evidenced by their overall cooperation and receptiveness to class work, and

she will occasionally joke with them in class.  Although she had mentioned her desk

being messy, it has always seemed very orderly to me, an indicator of the high level of

organization that she prefers to have.  Mary is a planner and likes to know in advance

what curriculum she will be teaching when and what to expect for our lesson planning

and reflection sessions.  She is highly reliable regarding email communications; she

consistently replied to my correspondences right away as well as helped me get back in

touch with other teachers when they were less responsive.

Her learning style seems to center on the written form, though she responds to

visual stimuli.  After watching me model teach a drama-based lesson, for example, her

understanding is much greater than if she had simply read the lesson plan, as we

discussed in our planning sessions.  She is more comfortable with the concrete than the

abstract and needs to see where an activity is going right away or she can become
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frustrated.  She is. however, tolerant and open to change and innovation.  She appreciates

being challenged and is eager, as she told me, for more professional development

opportunities.

Christa

Christa is in her mid-40s and holds a Masters in Education and Bachelor of

Science in Engineering.  She has taught for seven years, all at Pollock Middle School.

Before her career as a teacher, Christa was a Civil Engineer.  She switched careers

because she thought teaching would be more rewarding and she wanted the flexibility to

spend more time with her son and in her daily schedule.  With her students, Christa is

gentle and soft-spoken.  She is very invested in connecting with her students on a

personal level and I have observed her on many occasions ask them how their weekends

or birthdays were.  She is comfortable with some noise and movement in her classroom,

as gleaned from class observations discussed later in this chapter, and she exercises her

authority through the firmness in her voice and the stern, but by no means angry,

expression on her face.

The written form seems to be Christa's primary learning style from which she has

a framework to process learning across other styles.  For example, she benefited the most

from having a detailed lesson plan provided and discussed during TA/teacher planning

sessions before seeing it taught.  Then I would model teach the lesson with students as

she processed the work based on her prior reading of the plan.  When Christa then went

to teach the lesson on her own, she taught the lesson following the points in the written

plan exactly.  As told to me by Christa, her memory allowed her to visually follow the

lesson plan in her head as she taught her students.
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Christa is comfortable with the abstract as well as the concrete and when we

brainstormed a lesson during planning meetings, she was comfortable piecing it together

before it became fully defined.  Where Mary became frustrated if a drama strategy did

not immediately find a place in the lesson content, Christa continued to search for ways

to make an activity work for her classroom.  She, too, is tolerant and open to change and

innovation, though she tended to follow Mary's lead, out of trust in a colleague and friend

and established patterns, more than initiating ideas.  Like Mary, Christa is looking for

more challenges and learning opportunities through professional development.

Debbie

Debbie is in her late-30s and holds a Masters in Education and Bachelor of Arts in

English.  She has taught for eight years, the last three of them at Pollock Middle School.

Debbie relates to her students in a friendly, supportive way.  It is clear that she cares

about their well being, yet she can get caught up in connecting with them personally and

it sometimes slows down the pace of her class.  For example, the majority of one class

received low grades on a binder check.  Debbie assessed the binders based on correct

organization of notes, graded work that had been handed back to students, and literary

terms and themes into the sections she had previously specified.  Debbie became

frustrated and spent about ten minutes questioning them in an attempt to understand why

they did not organize their work properly.  She also strikes me as more motivated by the

subject matter than student learning, which disconnects her from the students at times and

results in her lecturing them more often than engaging them in discussion.  Debbie is at

ease with some noise and movement in her classroom, based on my class observations.

To get their attention, she is casual and raises her voice a bit, to which the students are

responsive.
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Intellectual and introverted are two words I believe describe Debbie and affect her

learning style.  She seems to process information best on her own and was receptive to

the lesson plan I wrote out for her, as evidenced by her positive email response.  Her

awareness of her own teaching style is mixed.  She relies often on lecturing her students

and while she understands other styles are effective and accomplish different things, she

seems unaware when students become disengaged in her class from her lectures.  Debbie

is more concrete than abstract, also evidenced by her providing interpretations to her

students, rather than inviting them to speculate about possible interpretations of a piece of

literature.

Although she is resistant to change in her teaching, as evidenced by a candid

conversation and tendencies to revert back to older approaches during our teaching days

together, Debbie is keenly aware of this characteristic about herself and able to discuss it.

However, her openness and tolerance for change seems to be short-lived, as evidenced

later by her low participation in this project (See page X).  Nevertheless, it is noteworthy

that as a former graduate student herself, she is strongly in favor of supporting graduate

students who not only conduct research but also bring the instructional strategies they

learn into the K-12 classroom.  I saw many books on innovative teaching strategies on

her bookshelves, showing her value in owning, if not always using, new approaches in

her teaching.

OBSERVATIONS OF TEACHING

In the following sections, I describe a class observation I conducted for each

participating teacher and provide reflection based on what I observed.  My purpose in

teacher observations as part of pre-project preparation was to learn more about the

behaviors and attitudes of each classroom teacher in her teaching environment.  To build
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and strengthen a TA/teacher relationship that improves teacher efficacy and

internalization of drama strategies, I felt it important to gain a basic familiarity of each

teacher's classroom approach before beginning the professional development.  I took

detailed notes regarding teacher behavior and attitudes toward the students, class content,

pacing, and structure, and student behavior and attitudes toward the teacher.  I used these

observations to glean an understanding of each teacher's approach to instruction,

preferred classroom management style and tolerance for noise because these aspects

seemed most relevant to building a TA/teacher relationship.  This component also served

to show student abilities and the level of sophistication in content knowledge that was

expected in each classroom.  To build teacher efficacy and internalization, I first needed

to be aware of students' capabilities and limitations in order to craft lesson plans in which

they could successfully participate.  Then, I needed to work with the teachers on

successfully using drama-based instruction with their students.  In addition, I needed to

be able to communicate with teachers and, later, model teach lesson plans in their

classrooms in similar teaching styles to theirs.  Striving for commonality of teaching

styles increased potential for teachers to gain understanding and ownership of drama

strategies, further supporting efficacy and internalization.

Mary, October 3, 2008

When I entered the room, class had not started yet.  The students were quietly

chatting with each other and pulling binders out of their backpacks, which were kept by

their seats.  To start class, Mary did not have to raise her voice, she simply started talking

and they focused on her.  One student did not have a pencil and she let the student take

one from her desk.  The day's lesson was on graphing functions and Mary wrote notations

on the overhead and referred to a large poster of a calculator to show students how to
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graph the functions by inputting information into a formula on their calculators.  One

student asked, "Can you draw pictures?" to which she replied, "You can and I'll let you

play with it in a minute."  When she finished explaining, Mary passed out graphing

calculators so the students could indeed try it out.  Students talked at their seats as they

tried to work out graphing the functions.

To redirect attention and provide further instructions, Mary said "Okay, shhh!"

and to motivate them to listen closely, she added, "Y'all don't know how to do this part

yet."  That seemed to be all the encouragement the students needed to focus due to

intrinsic curiosity.  They all seemed very interested in learning the new concepts.  At

times, some students acted silly.  A boy tried to launch a rubber band, a student was

speaking in a high voice, and another stole someone's chair.  Mary was tolerant of some

activity, but when it became too disruptive, she administered what can best be described

as a killer stare, moved closer to that student, and addressed him or her under her breath.

Then she would circulate around the room and continue checking calculators to make

sure students were following along.  If a student needed help, she would kneel or sit next

to them, providing hands-on assistance.

TA Reflection

I enjoyed watching Mary's class because I could see myself working with her.

Like me, she was very tolerant of students speaking without always raising their hands

and did not demand complete silence.  She never yelled at students and she used the

opportunity to learn new concepts to motivate them.  I also liked watching her friendly

rapport with the students and appreciated her putting herself physically on their level by

kneeling while she helped them, rather than always standing over them.  Had she been

too lax in her classroom management, I would have worried about how the students
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would behave when learning drama-based activities, but she knew how to be firm when

needed.  Mary's teaching experience lent her comfort in the classroom, and her relaxed

classroom management approach indicated she already had a healthy level of teacher

efficacy, which would be helpful to provide the confidence needed to internalize drama

strategies and endeavor to implement them in the classroom.

Christa, October 3, 2008

Christa's class was working in small groups on a project when I entered her

classroom.  She provided gentle pacing guidelines to them: "You should be on number

two by now, if not you need to speed it up a little bit."  Christa circulated the room,

actively checking on students, and provided positive feedback as she did so, such as "I

see some nice labeling of graphs."  At one point, she stopped the class to clarify a

question that students repeatedly asked.  When students did not immediately shift focus

to her, she said, "You're going to have to be quiet because I can’t talk over you.  Ms.

Kahn lost her voice yesterday."

When the class was ready to go over the project, she showed the worksheet on the

overhead, whereas Mary had used the active computer notepad with her class.  The

project included solving a word problem and one student commented on it as though it

were a real story.  She went along with it and laughed at the student's speculations,

honoring his inventiveness.  In terms of classroom management, Christa is tolerant of

many behaviors, but she is quick to shut down anything distracting to others.  When

students get too chatty, she goes and stands near them.  I observed her assign one student

a different table when he acted up.  Christa approached the disruptive student, told him

calmly yet with authority to relocate to the seat she was pointing to, then quickly stepped

away and redirected her attention to the class.  She did not stop class nor did she raise her
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voice to do this.  She also gave clear consequences for not following directions: "Put

calculators down.  If I have to ask again, you don't get to use it."  One other difference

from the way Mary taught the lesson is that to show students how to put graph functions

on the calculator, Christa used a calculator simulator on the computer instead of showing

them a poster.

TA Reflection

After observing Christa's class, I felt that I would enjoy working with her also.

Her easy-going nature with the students, frequent smiles, and gentle guidance all

resonated with me.  I felt that these similarities to my teaching approach were indicators

of a strong partnership and mutual trust, which would enable Christa to value the drama

strategies, achieve ownership of them, and finally internalize them.  As with Mary, she

did not yell at the students or stay behind her desk while they worked on assignments.

Christa's frequent interactions with her students indicated her belief that she could

influence her students' learning, thus reflecting a solid existing teacher efficacy, which

could be strengthened in regard to our professional development work.

Debbie, October 3, 2008

Unlike the male-heavy gender distribution in Mary and Christa's math classes, of

the 19 students in Debbie's class, 14 were female.  At the beginning of class, Debbie

asked the students how they were doing.  She was empathetic and commented on details

they shared.  She asked, "Can we spend the first 15-20 minutes reading or writing?  And

let me check in with each of you about anthologies."  Students settled into the assignment

and some used computers in the corner of the room while Debbie circulated the room to
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check in with them.  A student asked to use the restroom and Debbie went to the door to

watch her walk down the hall.  (Students were unable to leave classrooms unsupervised

due to recent problems with theft.)  Debbie addressed the class: "I know it feels more like

a prison than a school, but it's for everyone's safety.  I know it's no fun, I'm sorry…I

know you all are responsible, but unfortunately we still have to do this."

Debbie passed out folders a few minutes later and asked if anyone else needed to

use a computer to work on the anthology project.  One student who was reading was

confused that this was computer time as well.  Debbie apologized and told the student to

go work on the computer.  She handed a student graded work to pass back, some with

stickers by grades, and then sat at her desk.  A few minutes later, she addressed the class

to share student writing that was a good use of independent clauses, comparing it to the

sentence construction in the James Joyce quotation that was on the board.  She reminded

students what a clause was and discussed syntax.

TA Reflection

I appreciated how sincere and caring Debbie behaved towards her students.  I also

appreciated the individual attention she gave to students for support on a project.  It was

interesting to me that she asked them to do activities rather than told them.  During this

observation, she was very student-centered and not focused on her own agenda for their

learning.  The pacing of the class, however, felt very slow to me.  When I finished my

observation, they were still doing their reading or writing activity well past the 15-20

minutes she had allotted.  During the activity, some students were chatty and off task and

one student was eating food under her desk.  I appreciated Debbie's sincerity toward her

students and was optimistic that our potential to form a strong partnership was high.  Her

efficacy seemed sufficient to give her momentum to internalize new strategies, but the
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off-task behavior I observed caused me to question Debbie's actual ability to successfully

connect with and educate all of her students.

TA AND TEACHER RESIDENCY CYCLE

Residency Days, during which time I was in residence at Pollock Middle School,

took place over two consecutive school days, "A" and "B" days, which make up each

teacher's full course load.  The school uses a block schedule, meaning rather than having

all eight classes each day, classes were split so class periods one through four were taught

on "A" days and "B" days were for class periods five through eight.  Each class lasted

approximately one and a half hours.  This format means classes met every other day.  To

model teach, co-teach, or observe all of a teacher's classes, I needed to be in residence for

two full days.

Prior to modeling lessons, I met with the three participating teachers on days

designated for lesson planning so we could prepare together for our residency. Mary and

Christa already lesson-planed together since they both taught Magnet sixth grade math

and their classrooms were right next to each other, making it easy for them to visit each

other's rooms throughout the day.  I decided to build on their collaborative relationship

with each other by lesson-planning drama strategies with both of them together.  I lesson-

planned separately with Debbie, thereby giving my study two different strands of

partnerships to look at within the model.  I was curious to see how having another teacher

involved in the same professional development might also influence the professional

development.

Planning Sessions occurred during the teachers' normal conference period and

lasted approximately thirty minutes.  During these sessions, I shared drama strategies

through discussion, demonstration and supplemental written lesson plans as examples
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and for contextual understanding.  I commented on how such strategies could support

instruction in core content areas that teachers were currently teaching.  During the

sessions, the teachers selected strategies they thought would work well in their respective

classrooms.  During TA/teacher planning sessions, we brainstormed lesson plan

objectives, lesson structure, and related classroom management considerations.  At the

close of each session, I agreed to type up a lesson plan and email it to each teacher before

modeling the lesson with her students.

Throughout each Residency Day, I first modeled the lesson with the students

early in the day.  The teacher and I then moved to co-teaching that lesson.  By the end of

the first day or midday on the second day, the classroom teacher would teach the lesson

independently and I would observe.  This format was intentionally low-risk and flexible

in that I never required  the partnering teacher to co-teach or teach the lesson

independently.  Instead, I model taught the lesson with students for the first class period

and conferred with the teacher to answer questions about teaching the lesson and

ascertain if she was ready to shift to co-teaching or teaching on her own while I observed

before the following class period.  Only when the teacher indicated readiness to share the

lesson facilitation as a teaching partner, at a level at which she was comfortable, did I

change my role from a guest teaching artist in the classroom to a teaching partner or

observer.

I used teacher observations as an evaluation instrument, as mentioned earlier in

this chapter, to identify indicators of teacher efficacy and internalization.  Based on the

residency curriculum and content discussed in Chapter Two, I noted when and how the

participating teacher exhibited clear and engaging introductions, clarity of instruction,

strong transitions, sidecoaching, confidence, and ability to build, reinforce, and

consistently teach within an imaginary dramatic framework.
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PLANNING SESSIONS

TA AND TEACHER PLANNING SESSION ONE

Mary and Christa, September 11 & October 1, 2008

I met with Mary and Christa together in Mary's classroom during their conference

period to start initial planning for our first two-day residency.  Since this was our first

lesson planning experience together, we had a second planning period set aside as well.

With that in mind, I arrived intent on creating an authentic partnership collaboration with

both teachers and myself equally contributing.  Instead of telling the teachers about a

lesson plan I decided we would use in their classrooms, I hoped for us to be able to

brainstorm lesson ideas and arrive at a decision together.  When we discussed

implementing the lesson, I did not want to always teach the application portion of the

lesson while another teacher only taught the introductory math content, for example.  I

wanted to allow each of us to contribute to the shape the lesson took and for us all to feel

confident eventually teaching the lesson we developed in its entirety.  To accomplish

such a partnership, my plan was to continue deferring to Mary and Christa during our

planning time to respond to lesson planning questions as they came up.  By consistently

empowering them and shifting responsibility to them to contribute to the lesson plan, my

hope was that they would begin to generate ideas and gain understanding and

internalization of the drama strategies.

During our planning session, Mary and Christa described the math content with

me that would need to be covered during these Residency Days.  They would be teaching
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the coordinate plane3, and they explained how they normally taught it in their classrooms

using Powerpoint and giving the students sample problems for further understanding.   I

referenced some drama strategies we could use to teach the material --Image Work,

Minefield, and Graffiti Alphabet-- and invited the teachers to indicate which strategies

seemed most applicable.

Mary was particularly interested in a lesson plan I had developed with a middle

school math teacher in Victoria, Texas as part of my work with DFS.  I, however, did not

want to discount her ideas and prior knowledge by handing her someone else's lesson

plan.  Rather than diminish her efficacy related to this work, I wanted to build her

efficacy by providing support and positive experiences.  I responded that I could share

that lesson, but that I was sure she and Christa could create a unique lesson of their own

as part of our work together.  We then brainstormed how best to introduce the

mathematical concept of coordinate plane using drama strategies.

Christa then had the idea to have students kinesthetically demonstrate their

understanding.  Using tape on the floor large enough for students to stand in, we created a

coordinate plane.  This activity allowed the students to show their mastery of the

quadrants by physically moving to the appropriate quadrants on the coordinate plane.

Christa suggested creating coordinates and labels on note cards and Mary added to the list

of labels that would be needed, such as "x axis" and "y axis."  We wrapped up our first

meeting and agreed to complete our lesson planning in a few days.

Mary's sister and my friend, Julia, contacted me the next day to tell me that Mary

was concerned about our work together.  According to Julia, Mary told her she was

                                                  
3 A coordinate plane is a surface used to plot points on x and y coordinates.  The x axis runs horizontally
and the y axis runs vertically, with the origin at the center.  The plane is split into four sections, or
quadrants, which are used for graphing.  Tape was placed on the floor in the middle of the room to create
the x axis and y axis, with index cards added to label the origin and each of the quadrants.
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expecting me to produce a lesson plan and did not feel she should be creating a lesson

plan in drama strategies, an area with which she was completely unfamiliar.  I was caught

off guard.  I had left the first planning session with a completely different understanding

of how the session had gone, but was grateful for this feedback.  Interestingly, Mary's

experience is at almost the other end of the spectrum from my experience as an intern at

McCarter Theatre.  Both engendered insecurity and frustration, but I wanted to be a part

of the planning at McCarter, whereas in this case Mary does not feel it appropriate to be

so involved in work she does not understand.  I quickly put together an email to Mary and

Christa explaining that we could use or adapt the lesson plan we had discussed if they

preferred and attached the document to the email (see Appendix C).  I received the

following email response from Mary:

Amira, That looks great. We'll have to figure out the logistics of making a huge
coordinate plane and figure out where the students are going to be standing. If we
don't have very clear detailed instructions, they have trouble focusing. But, I
really like the lesson, just have to figure out how to maximize participation
without having things too chaotic. (Kahn)

At our second Planning Session on September 11, 2008, Mary and Christa met me

in Mary's room with printed copies of the lesson plan I had emailed them.  They were

enthusiastic about the lesson and showed me the labels they had created to introduce the

lesson and to review content information students would need to participate in the drama

activity.  We decided I would model the lesson for their first few class periods and then

have Mary and Christa step in to co-teach parts of the lesson if and when they felt

comfortable.  They indicated an inability to envision all elements of the lesson plan based

on the document I gave them.  This caused hesitancy on their parts.  We agreed that I

would add more detail to the lesson plan, particularly language on setting up and

explaining the lesson (Appendix C).  They also requested scripted dialogue to see how to

use transitions to move between components of the lesson smoothly.  Both teachers
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indicated that having someone different teach the class would be a "special treat" for their

students.  They also each shared that they had students who had difficulties behaving in

socially appropriate ways and it would be interesting to see how they responded to this

lesson.

TA AND TEACHER RESIDENCY DAYS

Mary, October 3 & 6, 2008

Mary had pushed student tables against the walls to create space for a large

coordinate plane to be taped down in the center of the room and she had arranged chairs

around it in a circle.  As students entered the classroom, they were caught off guard and

unsure of what to do.  Mary periodically instructed them to put their personal belongings

on tables and take a seat in a chair as they entered the room.  Some students speculated

that we were going to play musical chairs, some jumped around in the middle of the

room, and others asked me if I was substituting for their teacher.

When the bell rang, Mary started class and reviewed what a coordinate plane is

with students through the kinesthetic activity we had discussed.  Then she introduced me

as "more fun" than her as I stepped in to model the lesson for her.  The students were

attentive and many volunteered to participate when given the option.  For all three classes

that day, I modeled the activity and Mary observed and participated at times.  I spent half

of each class period in each teacher's room and both teachers took a few minutes of time

to watch me teach in the other teacher's classroom.

On the second Residency Day, I taught during the first period class.  Christa

agreed to teach part of the lesson during second period, and when I shared this with Mary

she decided that she would try to start off the lesson as well.  Mary set up the beginning
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of the lesson and I picked up the task of teaching when it was time to assume roles as our

respective characters for the activity.  Mary's ability to explain the concept of pretend and

make clear transitions in and out of role with related gestures or statements made this a

success.

For the last class of the day, Mary taught the class on her own, though she told me

beforehand that she was nervous and feared she would leave out a step.  I reassured her

that the lesson had many layers so it would not be a problem if something were omitted.

I also reminded her that I would be participating and at any time she could call on me to

pick up the lesson where she left off.  Mary taught the lesson without asking me to step in

and though she was a bit shaky, pausing or appearing flustered at times, she included all

necessary components of the lesson and the students participated fully.  The student Mary

had mentioned as potentially being unable to participate in appropriate ways volunteered

for an active part in the class activity and did well by moving to the correct points on the

coordinate plane and explaining his answer to the class.

Regarding the lesson, Mary reflected that she enjoyed it and the students asked

when I would return to their classes.  Mary reiterated to me that she liked to "make it

special that I'm here" and also to "bribe" the students that if they did not behave, I would

not return.  She liked the way I created an imaginary world for the students.  Before

teaching the lesson, Mary had said that she was worried she would not be able to stay in

role, particularly if a classroom management issue arose.  Mary agreed to first try to

address classroom management challenges within the dramatic framework before

switching out of role, which she did not end up having to do.
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TA Reflection

Mary was hesitant to lead any part of the coordinate plane lesson on her own, but

seemed to thoroughly enjoy the lesson plan document as well as my model teaching.

Christa's willingness to try teaching part of the activity propelled Mary to do the same,

which worked out well in that it caused Mary's efficacy for implementation to heighten

faster.  To internalize the lesson to the extent where she can adapt it for independent

teaching, Mary will need to continue to gain understanding, familiarity, and comfort with

drama-based instruction.  Regarding efficacy, I believe Mary will build up her

competence and feel successful teaching related activities with practice and positive

feedback.  I base this belief, in part, on Christa's influence on how soon Mary is willing

to teach a lesson we created together.  Furthermore, Mary will likely respond well to

positive feedback as a reflection of the trust and camaraderie that she and I are building in

our TA/teacher relationship.

Christa

While I taught the first class, I observed Christa glancing many times at the

detailed lesson plan I had provided.  The students were engaged in the lesson except for a

student who became anxious about schoolwork and had his head between his knees for

the duration of the class and another student who had gotten upset at the beginning of

class when homework was turned in and sat quietly in her seat.  Christa later told me that

the student with his head down frequently engaged in such behavior and that directives to

respond to his behavior were in his confidential records.  As for the student sitting

quietly, Christa had sent her to the restroom to help calm her down at the beginning of

class and reassured her that she was not in trouble and "everything is fine" upon her

return.  One of the students with behavioral problems was very invested in the activity
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and a bit unruly at times, though Christa moved closer to him and managed the outbursts.

The rest of the class was able to actively participate in the lesson and extend their

understanding of coordinate plane.

For the second class period, Christa agreed to start off the lesson and then turn to

me when she was ready for me to step in and teach.  She ended up teaching almost the

entire lesson.  I facilitated the questions after the activity.  I was unsure of her comfort

level since we had not discussed a signal if she wanted help so I maintained frequent eye

contact with her and smiled encouragingly.  Christa facilitated the lesson at an advanced

level, meaning she improvised during the lesson and successfully contributed to the

imaginary playing space she had created with the class.  One thing she did well involved

her in-the-moment reaction to one of the students.  The student was in role as a plane

trying to successfully and safely reach her destination by navigating the coordinate plane

on the floor.  However, she hit an obstacle in her path and "crashed."  To give another

student a chance to "fly" the plane, Christa told the currently participating student that her

plane "needed to go in for repairs."

The next day, "B" day, Christa requested that I teach the first class period so she

could again have the opportunity to watch the way I set up the lesson and taught the class.

She told me she wished she had a roadmap for the lesson plan.  I broke the lesson down

into short bulleted points, which I wrote down on the back of the printed lesson plan for

Christa to study.  This enabled her to teach the second class with confidence.  During our

planning session, we had talked about how she prefers to read a lesson plan and visualize

it as she teaches, and so I was aware of this approach as I observed Christa teach.

However, it had not occurred to me that supplementing the detailed lesson plan with a

short list of steps would also be helpful until our Residency Day together.  Having

recently rewritten and added details to the lesson, I was very familiar with it and could
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tell that she was following the lesson plan in her head based on the precise way that she

transitioned between various components of the lesson.

During our reflection time, I told Christa how much I enjoyed her in-the-moment

responses to the students and how she honored the role playing work by reinforcing it and

thinking creatively.  She explained that she was trying to help the student who had

"crashed" not feel like a failure.  Then Christa went on to tell me that she had already

tweaked the next day's lesson plan on functions to make it more active.  We discussed

working more on asking students questions at the end of the lesson to process their

learning in the future.  Christa told me she thought that lesson component was her

weakest, and I had also noticed that she had to clarify questions for students to be able to

answer them.  Also, Christa lacked substantial higher order thinking questions, instead

asking more basic questions about what the experience of the activity was like for the

students.

TA Reflection

For Christa especially, positive feedback holds great potential in contributing to

her growing sense of efficacy.  During the lessons Christa facilitated, she wanted to make

sure she was leading the sections correctly.  To check for understanding and maintain our

partnership even while she taught, Christa initiated eye contact with me during the lesson

or smiled in my direction when a student said or did something particularly noteworthy

and interesting.  This nonverbal communication was another indicator of the TA/teacher

relationship we had established, and my meeting her eyes and being available to her

throughout the lesson helped to affirm her trust in me as a supportive partner.  In this

way, I was able to reassure Christa during her lesson implementation, positively affecting

her efficacy.  Christa is also very open to change and already beginning to internalize the
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strategies, as evidenced by her modifications to other lesson plans to include elements of

our work together.  Although Christa, like Mary, is not entirely confident in teaching the

drama strategy, Christa is also very willing to take risks in her teaching and enjoy the

process, laughing at or brushing off a mistake and continuing the lesson.

TA AND TEACHER PLANNING SESSION ONE

Debbie, October 10, 2008

My initial lesson planning with Debbie occurred through email correspondence in

which she provided me with a thorough description of what her students were learning

and where they currently were in understanding specific concepts.  When we met in

person, she told me her students were reading Malcolm X: By Any Means Necessary by

Walter Dean Myers.  She gave me a copy of the book to read before our Residency Days

and I told her about some drama-based activities that could work with the book based on

her description of its thematic elements.  She liked the objectives that using Role on the

Wall would accomplish for identifying a character's internal and external

forces/motivations and that students would need to go back to the text to back up their

opinions and select key quotations.  We also discussed using Image Work, in which

students would create a stage picture or tableau using their bodies, to examine events and

related conflicts in Malcolm X's life.

After our meeting, I emailed a detailed lesson plan (Appendix C) to Debbie and

invited her to make changes or suggestions.  In her prompt reply, her only concern was

how much we would get through since the students first would need time for daily school

announcements, studying, and a grammar test.  She wrote, "This looks great…Thanks a

million.  I'm excited about this" (Rothstein).
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TA AND TEACHER RESIDENCY DAYS, OCTOBER 14-15, 2008

When it was time for me to model the lesson, Debbie introduced me to her

students and asked me to tell them a bit about my graduate research.  I then modeled the

Role on the Wall lesson plan while Debbie sat in the back of the room, perched on her

stool and following along in her copy of the book.  At times, she helpfully chimed in to

discuss a quotation or help the students think through the activity.  I was able to get

students mid-way into doing Role on the Wall in small groups before the bell rang.

For her next English class, Debbie said if I introduced Role on the Wall, she could

teach the lesson from there.  I chose not to take notes while I observed when I handed the

lesson over to Debbie because I wanted to be fully present in case she hesitated.  I also

wanted her to feel at ease.  I stayed at the front of the classroom with her while she

engaged the students.  Overall, the lesson went very well.  Her pacing was slower than

mine and the students had barely started their group work when the bell rang, but I was

just happy that she had tried out the lesson.  We agreed that the following day, she would

teach the lesson while I observed the class.

Debbie had time after class during "A" day, Residency Day One, to reflect so I

asked her how she thought the classes went and what her response to the drama-based

activity was.  Debbie spoke candidly and at length about her opinions about this type of

work and I learned a lot about her that day.  She said she sees the value in these activities

when they are done and saw today how her students were engaged and charged with

critical thinking and extending their comprehension.  However, "I have a knee-jerk

reaction," she commented.  She said it is hard because it takes so much more time and it

is easier to just cram information into a lecture so she can tell the students what they need

to know.  Even though she knows this is not true, she sometimes thinks these activities
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are less beneficial to them than a straight lecture.  I wanted to appear agreeable and not

alienate Debbie or move backwards in building a TA/teacher relationship.  With this in

mind, I responded carefully to Debbie's comment that I understood the unique challenges

teachers faced and the balancing act that must occur.  I added that such activities activate

students' multiple intelligences and pointed out the students I had observed throughout

the day becoming increasingly engaged, relating to the content of the book, and applying

their learning to the drama strategy.  When there seemed nothing more to say on that

topic, I mentioned my interest in the books on her shelves about teaching specific student

populations and many others with teaching strategies to improve instruction and student

achievement.  To me, these items indicated a strong interest in reflecting and improving

on teaching practice, characteristics that I desired in participants in my study.  I was

hoping this invitation for discussion would tell me more about Debbie's teaching

approach and confirm my assumption about what these books represented.

Debbie then talked about her graduate education at Colombia University's

Teachers College and spoke passionately about the program.  She said she wished there

was more time in the school day and said it is counterproductive for schools to encourage

learning but be closed in the evenings and weekends, leaving students without access to

homework help and the library.  She was friendly and engaged in reflecting with me and I

did not wish to wrap up our conversation.  I thanked her for her time and told her I

immensely enjoyed our conversation and hoped to pick it up again.  I let her know I

would see her the following day, "B" day, to continue my TA residence.

Because I was observing Debbie implement the drama strategies to her classes

this second day in residence, I took detailed notes about the lesson and can comment

more fully on it.  When Debbie created a Role on the Wall diagram to discuss the first

section of Malcolm X's life as a whole group activity, she told the class, "Keep me on
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track because you know I'll talk; make sure I'm on Chapters One and Two."  When one

student became very fidgety, Debbie suggested he turn his desk so he could see better,

addressing him as Sir.  Another student drew the Role on the Wall diagram on her

notebook paper, then erased and tried again, trying for some time to get her drawing

perfect.

The "n" word came up in a section of the book the students were examining and

Debbie addressed it before it was spoken.  She discussed with the students that she

herself preferred not to say the word because when it was used, such as at the time of this

book, it had a negative connotation to it.  She was careful not to tell students they could

not say it, but explained her reasoning and said that within the context of reading a

quotation aloud in class only, any word could be spoken if the person was comfortable

doing so.

Throughout the course of the class, the boys at the front whose desks were pushed

together goofed off periodically.  It seemed that the shy students were not spread across

the room but sitting together.  One group of shy students, which Debbie mentioned as

being quiet before class, was sitting towards the back of the room.  I wondered why they

had not been moved closer to the front of the room since low participation was a

problem.  When the bell was about to ring, students were just starting their small group

activities.  "Okay guys, I'm really sorry to do this to you," Debbie began before asking

her students to clean up and get ready to leave.

Between classes, I had another opportunity to reflect on the lesson with Debbie.

Having the students make connections to their own lives and find ways to relate to the

protagonist in the story, Malcolm X, was one thing about the lesson that Debbie liked and

thought went well.  She also said that in order to complete the Role on the Wall diagram,

her students identified internal and external conflicts in the book "so visual has a larger
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impact…good for them to see."  Debbie was not used to teaching this type of lesson and

told me, "I can't believe how nervous I was."  When I asked her if there was anything she

would change or do differently, she mentioned how hard it is to achieve balance in a

lesson within time constraints.  She wanted to give them enough time to finish the Role

on the Wall activity they did in small groups but was worried too much time would take

away from other concepts they needed to be learning as well.

In the following class that I observed, while the students did their opening

activity, Debbie went around the room doing a graded binder check.  Many students got

low grades so before moving on, Debbie initiated a discussion about binder organization.

She told them she could not understand why they had items out of order or missing after

telling them where things went immediately after handing papers back.  She invited the

students to suggest what she could do to help them organize better.  Their suggestions

included meeting with each student to go over the binder and writing a list on the

blackboard in order of where every item needed to go.  The students were essentially

asking their teacher to share more responsibility in the organization and giving

themselves less responsibility for their own binders.

Debbie moved on to Role on the Wall and drew a figure on the board,

commenting, "I'm gonna make a gingerbread person because I can't draw anyway."

During her introduction to the activity, two students entered the room to get permission to

miss advisory period for band activities.  She agreed and told them she was in the middle

of class and would speak with them later.  While students debated in their groups how to

divide the stages of Malcolm X's life, Debbie knelt by a sleeping student, awakened him,

and spoke quietly to him.  Then she returned to the front of the room, saying, "I hear lots

of great conversations so let's do it together."  Students shared and their responses

prompted Debbie many times to eagerly comment further on the book and lecture on the
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important points to remember.  One student elected to look at photos in the book rather

than text to make inferences about conflict in Malcolm X's life.  As students shared their

ideas, Debbie replied with a smile, "You guys are geniuses, you don't need me."  She then

transitioned them to the small group work activity which involved creating another Role

on the Wall diagram, this time based on a different period in Malcolm X's life that was

assigned to them.  Some students were very artistic and most were very engaged in

drawing their figures with precision, preferring to sketch in pencil before using their

markers.  In addition to putting thought into the drawing, a good amount of quotations

and conflicts were identified and labeled around the figures before class ended.

TA Reflection

Pacing was problematic because there was never enough time to fully get through

Role on the Wall in Debbie's classes.  We started the activity later than planned and when

Debbie taught, the whole group activity lasted longer, with insufficient time for the small

groups to finish their Role on the Wall drawings.  I am a firm believer in allowing extra

time for a needed discussion or to let students finish an activity, but this was not the root

of the pacing problem.

Debbie spent a good deal of time lecturing the students.  The first time she taught

the activity, the lecture moments were kept to a minimum.  In the next class, however,

she would remember a point that was raised in the previous class.  Rather than ask the

students questions to lead them to their own discoveries, during the lesson regressions

began to emerge where she would curtail discussion in favor of lecturing.  For this

activity, though, the focus was to be on the students and their ideas.  I had modeled

allowing the students to fill in the Role on the Wall diagram collectively, and during the

Planning Session I had with Debbie, I had explained to her that this drama strategy
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empowered the students to guide their own learning with the teacher serving simply as

the facilitator.  Despite her teaching performance, Debbie was, in fact, cognizant and

supportive of this focus, as evidenced by part of her email to me prior to the residency: "I

will have some quotations ready in case students have a hard time with it, but since the

plans call for students input, I would like to stick with that.  It is so important they learn

how to go back and dig into a text" (Rothstein).

To her credit, as she discussed with me between classes, she is aware of areas

where she is reluctant to change her teaching style.  Debbie realizes as well that she can

get off track, as noted when she told her students to hold her to staying on the subject.

She also seems very intentional in her interactions with students, be it addressing them by

sir or ma'am, inviting their ideas and agreement, or taking time to explain a situation to

them fully.  Debbie treats her students as responsible adults and is respectful of them.

This attitude, in theory, should promote drama-based activities that are student-centered

and call upon students to take on expert roles in the classroom.  Furthermore, Debbie's

encouraging comments to her students also demonstrate her belief in their capabilities.

However, her disempowering actions, such as lecturing far more than she seemed to

solicit student responses, are a seeming contradiction to the progressive pedagogical

underpinnings in her teaching.

TA AND TEACHER PLANNING SESSION TWO

Mary and Christa, November 19, 2008

Before our meeting, Mary had emailed me about math concepts the students were

learning in response to my previous email requesting that information.   This allowed me

to arrive with a prepared list of concepts and corresponding drama activities we could try
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out.  Although they liked many of the ideas, they felt that some of them would be better

utilized at a later date.  Having students create a human machine or assembly line to

understand order of operations or creating a song explaining a concept or steps in a

formula were activities they wanted to save for another time.  They were particularly

interested in the hotseating strategy, in which students assume a role as a math concept or

mathematician and are interviewed by other students and so must apply their content

knowledge.  This activity had a stronger dramatic framework and was thus more complex

and difficult to implement.  To help their preparation process, I emailed them a sample

hotseating lesson plan I had created.  I also decided to add Hotseating to the professional

development itinerary of activities we would explore together in a few weeks during their

conference period.

For our second residency, we chose a fraction lesson.  They helped me develop a

list of fraction problems they wanted their students to be able to solve and I agreed to

create the lesson during the upcoming Thanksgiving break.  We decided on using math

manipulatives4 that were spread out on tables around the room to have students solve

various math problems.

We used index cards to write out answers that we would spread out to challenge

students to place them by the appropriate problem, much like a matching game.  On the

back of each of the cards, a letter from the alphabet was written.  Once rearranged into

the appropriate order, the letters on the index cards spelled out December Puzzler, a

simple phrase that challenged students' spatial abilities in order to be solved.  To

                                                  
4 Math manipulatives are a teaching tool that enables students to physically move around small objects,
like index cards, in support of the learning and practice of math concepts.  They offer a different way to
teach a concept and problem-solve, and the physical manipulatives provide visuals of math concepts.
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complete this task, students were challenged to work together without speaking,

communicating only nonverbally.

TA AND TEACHER TEACHING DAYS, DECEMBER 1-2, 2008

Mary

While this lesson plan was very kinesthetic, it did not have a strong dramatic

framework to navigate as in the coordinate plane lesson.  This may be why Mary agreed

to teach the lesson after seeing me model it.  I gave the students the responsibility of

brainstorming how to solve the first problem as a team and then to try out their own ideas

and "pause" as needed for troubleshooting.  We told them we were timing them to see

how they measured up against other classes to provide friendly competition and a

compelling reason to feel urgency in completing the task quickly.  Once they solved the

first component, I transitioned them to the word scramble and provided clues as needed

until that was also solved.

Mary carried out the lesson for the remainder of the day and used a stopwatch she

kept on a lanyard around her neck to keep time and urge the students to think quickly.  I

observed her implementation of the lesson and stayed near Mary should she need my

support in any way.  Mary chose to have the students do both activities without talking

and she facilitated an opening discussion to brainstorm ways to successfully complete the

activity.  She allowed student voices to be heard and did not give her opinion but listened

patiently, then let them test out their ideas and see firsthand if they succeeded.

Students remembered me as the guest teacher who taught them a previous lesson.

When I entered the room, one student called me "Flight Director person" and asked if we

were doing the coordinate plane activity again.  When we discussed the lesson, Mary
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commented that she thought it was "neat to see how different classes reacted," such as

applauding after they have solved the problem and writing on the dry-erase board on the

wall or forming words silently with their mouths in efforts to communicate with each

other.  She also could see applications of the strategy in order to introduce new math

concepts and planned to use the lesson plan for different topics in the future.

In email correspondence, I received additional feedback from Mary: "Thank you,

Amira, that lesson was fun and Christa and I are already talking about how we can apply

it to other lessons" (Kahn).

TA Reflection

For this lesson plan, Mary had high efficacy and demonstrated control over the

class by relaxing and being playful, urging students on with the timer and encouraging

them to come up with ideas to try out.  She already found ways to adapt the lesson for her

class, showing elements of internalization.  Mary taught the lesson with confidence and

did not seem as aware that I was nearby as she was during the first residency days.

Christa

During first period, I modeled the lesson with Christa's class.  While the students

worked to solve the problems, we stood together and observed them in amusement.  As

with Mary's classes, these students participated in the brainstorming session and worked

to solve the fraction problems as a group in the shortest amount of time.  For the word

scramble activity, some students copied the letters onto a sheet of paper and tried to

rearrange the words at their desks rather than physically manipulating the letters written

on the index cards.
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For her other classes, Christa taught the lesson while I observed her.  She, like

Mary, let her students brainstorm ideas to solve the fraction problems without imposing

her opinions or commenting on their suggestions.  She facilitated the instructions,

preparing the students to collaborate, and facilitated transitions well.  Students

understood the assignment and were engaged.

When Christa and I sat down together to discuss the lesson, she shared that in the

middle of the previous night, she had an idea for a math lesson to try and was eager to get

started on it.  Christa's attitude and resourcefulness indicates developing levels in both

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  She spoke thoughtfully on how

she had discovered about herself that she is a visual learner and needs to see the lesson

plan before she can implement it.  She went on to say that not everyone learns best that

way, but that she realizes that teachers tend to teach the way they learn "because it's

comfortable, so it's hard [to branch out]."  Christa's thoughtful reflection and

understanding of her own learning needs also indicates her progression toward

internalization.

TA Reflection

For Christa, sidecoaching5 skills still needed work, which was true of Mary as

well, but Christa was more soft spoken and therefore at a disadvantage.  This lesson

called for sidecoaching that would encourage students to work faster and help other

groups problem solve, as well as to provide clues to the second activity in a timely

                                                  
5 One proficiency I looked for in teacher observations, sidecoaching, is described by Viola Spolin as "the
calling out of just that word, that phrase, or that sentence that keeps the [student] on focus…Sidecoaching
alters the traditional relationship of teacher and student, creating a moving relation.  It allows the
teacher/director an opportunity to step into the excitement of playing [learning] in the same space, with the
same focus as the players." (Spolin)
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manner.  Christa also told me, with a smile, I could let her know if she forgot a step, and

after posing the concluding questions for students to process the activity, she asked if I

had anything to add, indicating a lack of complete internalization and confidence over

this lesson.  Her enthusiasm and ability to try new things, however, served her well.

Debbie

My partnership with Debbie had at this point, unfortunately, ended.  Our work

together comprised an initial Planning Session, Planning Session to generate a lesson

plan, and the subsequent two Residency Days in her classroom.  At the end of Residency

Day Two, we had gotten to one of two drama strategies I planned for her classes.  She

asked me if I could come back the following week to implement the second strategy and I

agreed.  She seemed eager and anxious for another residency.  Over the weekend, I

followed up via email.  By beginning of the week, I have heard nothing from her.  I

decided she must have gotten too busy for that week.  Then the next week went by, yet

still I heard nothing, not even an email acknowledging that she was swamped.

I tried calling Debbie at school to leave a message, left a message with the school

secretary, and left a note in her school mailbox.  Finally, I stopped by her room during

her conference period on October 4.  Echoing my most recent email to her, I asked how

she was and preemptively apologized for whatever I did during our residency.  I asked

her to please share her thoughts so I would understand what had happened and so be able

to fix it.  She immediately said she simply had been busy and apologized for not getting

back to me.  "Next semester will be better, we can start up again then.  I have your phone

number from your message, I'll call you" she said.  "And I've been meaning to send you

your evaluation form, I'll mail it to you this week."
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On December 9, 2008, I was in Pollock Middle School's teacher's lounge

preparing to work with Mary and Christa when I ran into Debbie.  I said hello to her and

before I could even mention the project, she preemptively told me she had been meaning

to mail a packet to me and would do so that week.  I told her thanks and left for my next

Residency Day with Mary and Christa.  As I had both feared and expected, I did not hear

from Debbie.  I emailed her one last time at the beginning of the Spring 2009 semester to

try to set up an exit interview for my research.  Debbie did not respond to my email.  I

also never received the evaluation form in the mail from her.  I will discuss this particular

TA/teacher relationship further in Chapter Four as it offers valuable information about

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY, JANUARY 15, 2009

Teaching artists are increasingly realizing that their role as teacher-trainers needs
to be much more circumscribed.  They are most valuable when they teach about
their art and lead teachers through the process that students will go through in the
residency.  In the process of experiencing what the students will experience, both
artist and teacher can begin to anticipate some of the challenges and issues that
might arise and prepare strategies to meet them. (Fineberg)

I agree with Fineberg's assertion that TAs can prove exceedingly helpful by

guiding teachers through the same process students experience during a residency.  I felt

it important to give the teachers an opportunity to not only discuss the strategies, but also

to have the opportunity to see the strategies applied before the TA's next day in residence.

Teachers will leave the exercise with new information that can serve as a springboard to

discussing adaptations and implementation of the drama strategy in their own classrooms.

This session did not take place at the beginning of the residency with these

teachers because I did not initially see a place for such an afternoon.  First of all, I was

concerned about taking up too much of the teachers' time and felt that asking too much
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would result in lowering the value they placed on this professional development work.

Second of all, because this modified DFS model included Residency Days in all of the

teachers' class periods, I felt that teachers would already have extensive exposure to the

lesson and could learn how to implement the strategies by observing and by extensive

opportunities to teach the lesson with my full support.  Third of all, from a mentorship

approach I viewed myself as the coach at the beginning of this one-on-one partnership

and felt that through Planning Session brainstorming, the TA/teacher relationship would

maintain more balance.  During my work with the English teacher at Ojeda Middle

School, this same approach had produced favorable results as well, which also led to my

initial decision as I designed the adapted DFS model for my project.  However, I decided

much later in the residency, after the two math teachers had remained very invested in the

work and seemed ready for a new and challenging approach, that it would not hurt to at

least ask them if they would be willing to meet after school or for a longer time during

their planning period to participate in an interactive professional development session.

They surprised me by agreeing right away.

During the hour and a half professional development afternoon I scheduled with

Mary and Christa, we explored five DFS drama strategies together.  (Debbie was unable

to attend.  The implications of her absence and status in the study are further discussed in

Chapter Four.)  The five DFS drama strategies were: Questions from a Hat, Artifacts,

Graffiti Alphabet, Islands, and Hotseating.  I provided a packet of sample lesson plans for

each teacher that illustrated applications of the five drama strategies they had experienced

during the afternoon with the intention that they would reference them in anticipation of

our next Planning Session.

To best demonstrate the activities, I brought two graduate students from UT.  This

gave us a sufficient number of people for demonstration purposes.  During the few
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minutes we chatted informally before getting started with the professional development

exploration, some early indication of teacher efficacy became evident.  Mary and Christa

told the graduate students about the last activity I did with them, in which we had used

notecards as manipulatives for adding and subtracting fractions.  They went on to

describe a subsequent lesson plan they had independently designed and recently

implemented using the same strategy.

As I led the five activities, both teachers participated fully and asked questions for

clarification and further understanding.  Four of the five activities went smoothly and,

following each, they responded to questions that encouraged processing the activity.

Then, they brainstormed applications of the drama strategy to their content area and

considered modifying the lesson plan to satisfy various student needs.  The fourth activity

I had chosen to teach them, Islands, did not go as well.  This activity is a multi-layered

drama strategy, something too complex for teaching fractions problems, the math content

we were considering for the lesson plan.  Trying to solve the math problems with

movements and within the time constraints imposed in the activity made it too

convoluted to successfully complete.  Trying out this activity together, before doing it

with students, also served as an example of testing ideas through trial and error and

collaboration.  Discovering one of the activities was not useful, at least for this particular

math content, was a useful process to undergo as a group since it is realistic that not all

drama strategies work for all subjects or are well suited to arts integration.

This experience also uncovered Mary and Christa's differing levels of comfort

concerning ambiguity and working within such a structure.  While Christa was still

patiently searching for answers and troubleshooting the Island activity to make it work

more effectively for fraction problems, Mary became frustrated and was ready to move

on to another activity.  Even when I conceded and agreed that we had spent enough time
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on the fourth activity, Christa added just before we moved on that she liked the activity

and was sure there was some way to adapt it to work more appropriately toward fractions

content.  This again demonstrated Christa's growing ownership, efficacy, and

internalization of the material and the processes involved in learning and teaching it.

When we arrived at Hotseating, the fifth and last activity for that day, Mary

exclaimed, "We're gonna need Amira!"  Mary's quip indicated her confidence and trust

that my modeling the drama strategy would enable her and Christa to later be able to

implement the strategy in their classrooms.  After Hotseating was explored, Mary and

Christa generated ideas for implementing the five activities and discussed where in their

curriculum it could fit.  When I asked them what upcoming dates would work well for

them to have another residency, they went to their school calendar to look.  They selected

dates based on when they wanted to try out some of the drama strategies we had just

covered.  Their calendar included their syllabus over the next few weeks.  They looked at

it to align math content with complementary drama strategies, which is preferable to

forcing connections, as we had all learned with the Island activity that day.  Their

enthusiasm, willingness to plan and devote time to working together and with me, as well

as their desire to implement the strategies, also showed newborn ownership, efficacy, and

internalization.

TA AND TEACHER PLANNING SESSION THREE

Mary and Christa, February 4, 2009

This planning session went faster than usual because we had been working closely

through two previous planning sessions and teaching days.  Mary and Christa also were

familiar with the activity they had chosen to implement in the next residency, Graffiti
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Alphabet.  This was one of the strategies they had learned during our recent professional

development day.  Graffiti Alphabet involves responding to a prompt, in this case

"Everything I know about geometry…" on large butcher paper in small groups using a

"graffiti aesthetic".  In other words, responses should include pictures, abstractions, and

shading and bubble lettering techniques following graffiti characteristics.  The word

"alphabet" is part of the activity's title because one way to implement the activity is by

seeing which group can create responses for each letter of the alphabet.  We chose not to

include this component because for geometry concepts, we thought it would be too

difficult and that students would then focus less on pictures and more on simply writing

down words on the paper.

Christa was concerned about the negative aspects of graffiti and wanted to focus

on promoting only positive, appropriate responses in this artistic medium.  We talked

through language for introducing the activity with this consideration in mind and how to

transition into and later ask processing questions appropriate for Graffiti Alphabet.

TA AND TEACHER RESIDENCY DAYS

Mary, February 5-6, 2009

I modeled the lesson in Mary's first class, which reviewed what students knew

about geometry using Graffiti Alphabet.  I showed the students samples that I had printed

from a web site and brought with me of graffiti art on display in museums and facilitated

a brief discussion to identify characteristics and examples of graffiti art.  The students

were engaged by the activity but had a hard time thinking abstractly about geometry.  The

drawings the students generated were overall very literal and one student asked if he

could use a protractor, to which Mary responded that he did not need one.
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Mary taught the rest of her classes and I observed her giving the students

sufficient time to produce solid responses to the activity and so they wouldn't feel rushed.

She moved around the classroom, sidecoaching students and expressing interest in their

drawings.  While processing the work with students, Mary effectively linked the

knowledge represented on the butcher paper to the beginning of a new unit on geometry.

TA Reflection

For this activity, Mary was the most confident that she had been during the

project.  She clearly introduced the lesson, moved smoothly through transitions, and

avoided getting flustered during any step of the lesson plan. This activity did not have a

dramatic framework (such as the flight controller role playing involved in Coordinate

Plane), so perhaps the less complex strategy helped her comfort with teaching the lesson

plan.  Mary was perhaps also more comfortable with kinesthetic work, which this activity

had.  Focusing on the TA/teacher relationship, it appears that the professional

development day served to familiarize her with the drama strategies and allowed her the

opportunity to participate, something Fineberg recommended, as noted above.  Since

Mary had prior knowledge of the activity, she could better sidecoach, relate to her

students as they participated, and understand their learning processes throughout the

activity.  Her progress at implementation is further indication of increasing levels of

ownership, efficacy, and internalization.

Christa

I modeled Graffiti Alphabet in Christa's first class and, during discussion of

graffiti art characteristics, this group of students offered excellent observations.  Having
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just modeled the lesson plan for Mary's class and having noted how literal the students'

contributions were, I elected to make modifications to the lesson.  I adjusted the

introduction of the lesson to spend more time discussing characteristics of graffiti so

when we moved to the application part of the activity, students would have a better

understanding of what the art medium was and they would feel comfortable being less

literal and more abstract in their responses.  Facilitating abstract thinking would help

them think creatively and problem solve math content from a different approach in the

future.  This approach indeed produced some very interesting, more abstract, and artistic

drawings.

Christa taught the lesson after I initially modeled the lesson plan with her

students.  She consistently maintained her nurturing attitude with the students and moved

into the role of facilitating the lesson plan with enthusiasm and a sincere willingness to

try it out.  When Christa asked the class processing questions following the activity, she

added probing questions of her own to engage students in connecting the activity to math

concepts in their next unit.

TA Reflection

Christa also benefited from experiencing Graffiti Alphabet at the professional

development day.  This showed during her facilitations of the lesson plan.  She did not

circulate around the room in the same way that Mary had, so sidecoaching was a bit more

limited in Christa's instruction.  She mostly stood off to the side and observed the

students.  Otherwise, Christa clearly taught the lesson to her students and guided their

understanding during the introduction and questioning/conclusion components.  Her

ability to carry out the lesson reinforced my belief that the one-on-one element of a

TA/teacher partnership combined with a professional development opportunity to learn
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and participate in drama-based instruction leads to teacher ownership, efficacy, and

internalization.

CONCLUSION

Graffiti Alphabet, the drama strategy that was implemented during Mary and

Christa's third and final TA and Teacher Residency Days, concluded with success, as

marked by successful implementation by Mary and Christa, and signaled the end of our

work together.  As we had continued to gain momentum in our partnership, the

culmination of my project felt abrupt to me and I was reluctant to end the professional

development relationships I had worked so diligently to form.  The teachers, too, seemed

interested in extending our work together, as evidenced by the additional drama strategies

they wanted to implement with my help.  I knew, however, that I needed the time to

reflect on the partnerships and write this thesis and so I had to remind the teachers of our

agreement to work together until the beginning of Spring 2009 at the latest.  This

challenge concerning the departure from a school residency with ever interested

classroom teachers rings true for funding situations as well.  A myriad of other problems,

such as scheduling conflicts or new administration, could also present a hurdle in the

effort to ensure teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  At any rate, this

project ended on a high note, though not without a touch of wishful thinking that there

was more time remaining to work together.

This chapter focused on constructing a vivid picture of the three two-day

residencies that took place with participating teachers.  I have described initial teacher

observations, planning meetings, lesson modeling, co-teaching and lesson planning

sessions, observations of teachers, professional development day, and reflecting on

teacher responses to the work.  Reflection sections related teacher feedback and TA
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observations and perceptions to teacher efficacy and internalization.  This chapter offered

insight into classroom teachers' perceptions and responses regarding this collaborative

arts integration model of professional development.

Chapter Four will analyze the growth of participating teachers in efficacy and

internalization of drama strategies focusing on elements of the TA/teacher relationships

that contributed to this growth.  I will discuss project results and recommendations for

TAs involved in future projects as well as suggestions for further research in the field.
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Chapter Four: Teacher Growth in Efficacy and Internalization of
Drama Strategies

In this chapter, I analyze my project data to identify the indicators of growth

related to efficacy and internalization of drama strategies that were observed and

evaluated in teachers during the course of the school residency.  I conclude the chapter

with challenges and discoveries I made throughout the project as well as

recommendations for other TAs.

KEY ELEMENTS IN A TEACHER/TA RELATIONSHIP THAT SUPPORT TEACHER
GROWTH

In Chapter One, I raised the following thesis question that drove the design and

implementation of my project: In a professional development model for arts integration,

what are the key elements in a teacher/TA relationship that support growth of teacher

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies?  The indicators of growth I identified

and examined to evaluate the project were the following: teacher engagement, self-

reporting through TA/teacher reflections, direct observation of teachers during Residency

Days, and responses on surveys and questionnaires.  From the elements that I considered

in Chapter Two, I list the elements again below, ranked from most useful to least useful,

that were determined as key to supporting teacher growth.  Based on all findings from the

data, I ranked the elements based on what my results showed to be absolutely necessary

in a professional development TA/teacher partnership.  They are:

1) Lesson plans

2) Residency Days
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o Model teaching

o Co-teaching and observations

o Co-planning lessons

3) Face-to-face reflection

4) Professional Development Day

5) Email communication

Lesson Plans

Based on the results of my study, the most important element to support growth in

teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies is writing detailed lesson plans

and disseminating copies to teachers in advance.  This conclusion is evidenced by a

variety of indicators.  Having me as the TA write the lesson plan helped teachers

internalize the drama strategy being introduced, which was first indicated by their

engagement in the work.  Although I rarely heard from Debbie, even while we were still

working together, sending her a lesson plan for our upcoming Residency Days elicited a

prompt next-day response: "This looks great…thanks a million.  I'm excited by this"

(Rothstein).

The importance of the lesson plan in yielding teacher efficacy and internalization

of strategies was also evident by the absence of one being provided in advance.  Before

the second set of Residency Days, Christa had not seen the lesson plan in her email

inbox.  She found it and printed it out the morning of our first day together, but not

having it in advance made Christa more hesitant to lead the lesson independently.

Evidences of Christa's hesitancy was demonstrated by her comment to me before she

taught the lesson that she usually took more time to read over the lesson beforehand and

was unsure of how well she would do.  This is compared to Christa's confidence on the
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last Residency Days, as evidenced by her visible eagerness as well as teaching the entire

lesson during the second period, when she did have the lesson plan in advance.  The

importance of receiving the lesson plan in advance is also demonstrated by contrasting

Christa's hesitancy, and lower efficacy during the second Residency Days, with the high

level of confidence that Mary, who had read the lesson plan earlier, possessed before she

taught the lesson.

Other indicators of written lesson plans leading to increased efficacy and

internalization of drama strategies come from TA/Teacher reflections during the study

and follow-up questionnaires after the Professional Development Day and once the study

was complete.  The value the teachers placed on referencing the drama strategy through a

written lesson plan was very high and repeatedly discussed.  In addition to mentioning

how useful she found the written, detailed lesson plans to me no less than ten times

throughout the project (nearly every time we interacted, in fact), Christa commented

during her exit interview, "I'm definitely a reading type person, I get a lot from that and I

tend to write things down for myself.  I use [lesson plans] the first time and then I don’t

use them again" (Clark).  Christa's description of her learning style when implementing a

new lesson illustrates how a typed plan increases her internalization and ownership of the

strategies.  On the other hand, not having a lesson plan in advance, as shown during the

second Residency Days, instead prevents internalization of strategies and lowers her

efficacy.  When asked during her exit interview, Mary also selected the written lesson

plan as the single most important component of our work together.  Certainly since both

math teachers self-identified lesson plans as the most valued component, simply having a

lesson plan also contributed to their comfort level and feeling that their needs and

learning preferences were being met, which can positively affect efficacy.
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The extent to which the lesson plans benefited the teachers was dependent on how

well the lesson plan format enabled teachers to process and internalize the strategies.  I

learned that adding painstaking detail in language that is used (to set up a dramatic

framework, transition into the lesson, and thoughtfully reflect on the lesson at the end) to

the first lesson, especially, was instrumental to the teachers' success when they

implemented the lesson.  For example, I noted earlier that Christa could visualize the

lesson in her mind while teaching and was better served having read the step-by-step

descriptions.

Model Teaching

As found in my research, the second most important determinant in teacher

efficacy and internalization is model teaching during Residency Days. The benefits of

model teaching were indicated by direct observation of teachers once they were ready to

implement the lesson on their own.  Co-teaching served as the bridge between the TA

model teaching and teacher solo implementation.  Scaffolding the teacher's learning in

this way helped prepare teachers for a successful experience that would then enhance

their efficacy regarding the new strategies.  While observing Christa and Mary as they led

activities, I looked for a clear introduction to the drama strategy, smooth transitions

between components of the lesson, appropriate sidecoaching of students, and closing

questions that effectively processed the learning and connected the lesson back to specific

math content.  I was able to collect direct feedback on the quality of the model teaching

based on teacher performance.  I found evidence of the teachers using approaches I had

used when teaching the lesson or evidence of them adapting the components of the lesson

successfully in their own style.  Reflection by the teachers after model teaching also
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indicated how this strategy impacted teacher efficacy and internalization of drama

strategies.

When I designed the adapted DFS model for my project, I assumed the model

teaching component would be the most important factor in the partnership.  Observations

of teachers' growth as well as their feedback on what worked best for their learning

clarified the results, however, placing model teaching second.  Christa explained, "The

modeling made me feel more comfortable, and probably the modeling was most

important with the first lesson that we did.  For the other lesson plans, once I had an idea

of how they were going to work, just written [plans, without modeling] would be fine and

I could do it."  This feedback indicates a progression in Christa's efficacy and

internalization of drama strategies.  She recognized the need for the modeling towards the

beginning of our partnership and acknowledged that as she built understanding of DBI,

she relied on the model teaching less.  That she stated "I could do it" with succinctness

highlights the confidence, ownership, and efficacy she has in her ability to successfully

implement the drama strategies.  This data indicates further evidence that, particularly at

the beginning of the residency work, model teaching was a critical element in teacher

growth.

Mary reflected on the importance of model teaching as well: "Specifically for

DBI, watching you model the lesson was most helpful because even after reading [the

lesson plan] I wasn’t always sure how it was going to happen."  This illustrates the way

model teaching instructs by adding context and detailed explanation of the lesson plan

description through demonstration.  It also shows that despite any efforts to embed a

script into a lesson plan to show teachers what to say, that method cannot take the place

of activating the learning through actual practice.
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Co-planning Lessons

Co-planning was found to be the third most important element in Residency Days

that led to teacher growth, although I had initially regarded this with greater significance.

As teachers experienced growth in efficacy and internalization of strategies, indicators of

this development occurred as co-planning became more productive and the responsibility

was more equally distributed.  Thus, I came to view co-planning as an indicator of, not a

contributor to, teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  This is evidenced

by Mary and Christa's progress throughout the project during TA/teacher Planning

Sessions.  At the beginning of the residency, I had to steer the conversation, encourage

the teachers to share ideas, and seek out their math expertise relating to the drama

strategies.  A gradual shift occurred throughout our professional development work

together.  Mary and Christa arrived at planning sessions prepared to share ideas for

lessons and brainstorm which drama strategy would work best for their curriculum

content, strategies about which they expressed familiarity and understanding.

Co-planning lessons, however, cannot be put into practice until the teachers have

sufficient knowledge of DBI and have seen implementation of drama strategies through

model teaching.  Also, as I discussed earlier, there was initial frustration from Mary when

she was expected to co-plan strategies she was unfamiliar using.  This again demonstrates

how co-planning, involvement, and teacher engagement function as indicators of teacher

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  If I were to redesign this project for

additional applications, I would not incorporate co-planning into the Residency Days

cycle until later in the residency.  Instead, I would meet face-to-face with teachers to

review with them the lesson plans that I created on my own.
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Face-to-Face Reflection

Face-to-face reflection was also found to be an important element in developing

TA/teacher relationships and growth.  It served the purposes of supporting teachers with

time for feedback and addressing questions and concerns.   It also strengthened the

partnership by encouraging friendly interactions between me as the TA and the teacher,

increased accountability to each other, and was a form of professional development.

These reflections provided a space for us to process the work together and consider next

steps in planning for another set of Residency Days.

During these reflections, I listened for indications that the teacher had a clear idea

of the goals and methods of implementing the drama strategy, an indication of

internalization.  I also listened for signs of confidence and readiness to take on additional

implementation of drama strategies as well as a manner of speaking about the work,

indicators of teacher efficacy.

Christa indicated that receiving verbal feedback from my observations of her

teaching during our reflection time was more useful for her than receiving a written

commentary, as she had previously received from Pollock Middle School administration.

She said, "I still have the sheet that my boss gave me the last time she came in the room

and I've glanced at it but you just don’t…I just always get more back from talking to

people with feedback."  Christa's mention of written commentary as a form of

observation feedback reminded me of my own experience as a full-time English

Language Arts teacher.  I could relate to the ineffectiveness of receiving a slip of paper as

an administrator exited my classroom without taking the time to have a conversation with

me.  That the modified DFS model allowed time for reflection and in-person feedback

also reinforced my intention to nurture a reciprocal relationship between the TA and the
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teacher. Clearly delineated feedback shared with the teacher by the TA in a discussion

can increase and detect teacher efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.

A reflection from Mary provided evaluation data by charting her growth through

indicators of self-reporting.  During our exit interview, Mary discussed her experience at

the beginning of the project and how she felt after the project had ended:

[Teaching the drama strategies] got easier with time.  The first one [Coordinate
Place] was definitely the most nerve-racking […] I kept forgetting in the first
lesson what to do, the little things […] Now, I try to think more creatively about
how to have students participate by being active in addition to in-role work.  I'm
trying to get away from Powerpoints and notes and, you know, the same thing
every time.  Christa and I are constantly trying to do that more often. (Kahn)

That Mary describes her teaching approach as different now is a significant

indicator of internalization of drama strategies and her efficacy to continue to explore and

apply the work in the classroom.  Indeed, both Mary and Christa have adapted the drama

strategies and implemented them in their classrooms. Christa told me about having her

class show fractions with their bodies, using Image Work modified from the Coordinate

Plane activity.  Mary also looked for ways to modify the strategies for her classroom,

indicators of efficacy and internalization.  She said,

Christa and I never visualize things like getting into role, so you were good at
showing us how to use our imaginations.  I've been trying to do that sometimes
[…] We did a lesson, shopping challenge, so I said pretend you're at a store and
trying to spend this amount of money, and I tried to get them to really picture it
and be in role.  This enabled [the students] to get more into setting the stage for
problems.

The reflection element also strengthens teacher growth because Mary and Christa

were able to reflect together, and this occurred within and outside of my project model.

That both are trying these new strategies together demonstrates the partnership and

support that they have with each other.  For this professional development to be
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sustainable beyond the project, their ability to work together towards common goals is

another indicator of continued teacher growth that will continue to occur.

Professional Development Day

Another aspect of the project that I present as a key element in teacher growth is

the Professional Development Day that took place between the second and third set of

Residency Days.  Indicators I used to examine the effectiveness of this element in

strengthening teacher efficacy and internalization of strategies were teacher reflections,

questionnaire responses, and direct TA observations of teacher implementation of a

drama strategy.  During exit interviews, I asked a follow-up question about the timing of

the Professional Development day because I was curious if perhaps it should have

occurred sooner, more closely following the DFS model.  Mary replied that she thought

the timing in which it was provided was helpful, as did Christa, who replied and

elaborated on the timing of the Professional Development day:

It seemed like the right time because we had experience with [DBI] and kinda
knew how the classes would respond to things, so I actually liked doing it after we
had tried some [during Residency Days].  I think now I could definitely go
through one of the lessons you gave us during the training we did and be
comfortable modifying and teaching it without seeing you model it. (Clark)

This was an effective learning sequence for Christa and Mary because they had

seen me model teach two full lessons in the classroom and they had the opportunity to

build up their efficacy for implementing the drama strategies, one residency at a time.

This positioned the teachers, when the Professional Development Day took place, to be

primed and ready for processing and learning multiple drama strategies.  Breaking down

the lesson and discussing it during that session, coupled with trying it together, gave them

a better idea of how to, ultimately, implement the strategies on their own.  Additionally,
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Christa's response that she felt ready to teach the lesson independently is an indicator of

high efficacy in her ability to implement the drama strategies that is also reinforced by

internalization of the strategies.

Questionnaire responses echoed the favorable reflections on the work.  Activities

that were explored during the Professional Development Day, Questions from a Hat,

Artifacts, and Graffiti Alphabet all received scores of either "4" or "5" out of "5" from

Mary and Christa.  Hotseating scored lower, receiving "3s" and Islands was the lowest-

scoring response, receiving a "2" and a "3" rating.  The rating for the overall training was

"4."  I understood the low score for Islands, as discussed earlier, because the complexity

of the activity did not support the math content we were trying to apply.  Christa

explained her low rating for Hotseating was due to having less structure and not being

able to fully plan every aspect of the lesson, since more components would occur in the

moment.  Were I to facilitate another introduction to Hotseating, I would focus on less

additional drama strategies and expand the explanation and example more fully.  These

ratings are indicators of an overall satisfaction with the Professional Development day.

However, as useful as reflections and questionnaires were in evaluating this aspect of the

professional development, I believe the TA observation of a strategy in action is the most

telling indicator of this element of teacher growth.

At our third and final Planning Session, both Mary and Christa knew they wanted

to try out Graffiti Alphabet, and they had reread the description that I handed out at the

professional development day for review.  In addition, they had identified math content

that they thought would work well with the drama strategy -- an introduction to

geometry.  Mary and Christa's synthesis of a drama strategy with corresponding math

content and their students' own learning needs indicated both their internalization of the

strategies and the efficacy they possessed to move ideas forward to the lesson planning
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stage.  The growth in the teachers typifies the effectiveness and direct contributions of the

learning they received at the Professional Development Day.

Based on reflections from my observation of Mary and Christa's implementation

of Graffiti Alphabet during the third set of Residency Days, Professional Development

Day contributed to their efficacy and internalization of this strategy.  It should also be

noted that part of their implementation abilities is due to the learning they took from the

last two Residency Days.

Email Communication

Lastly, in Chapter Two I listed email communication as an element that could

potentially affect teacher growth in efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  I

assumed that this would be a key element in my project based on positive experiences as

a Drama Specialist for DFS in Victoria.  However, in this project, email communication

did not receive positive responses from the teachers nor did it affect their efficacy and

internalization of strategies.  Debbie only sporadically responded to emails from me, at

best, and her positive comments originated from reading the lesson plan, not from email

communication.  Mary was more neutral regarding emails.  They helped serve the

purpose of scheduling or adjusting meeting times and other project dates and to

communicate upcoming math curriculum, but did not impact her efficacy and

internalization in any way.  With Christa, she specifically cited email as not being

effective as a communication tool.

I still think email could play a role in teacher support and serve as a sounding

board for teachers' ideas on adapting and implementing lessons in the TA's absence.  The

element of TA support could then increase teacher efficacy and discussion in email

regarding brainstorming and lesson-planning could affect internalization of strategies
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positively.  Perhaps for distance learning or a model that has more infrequent Residency

Days, email would be more useful to teachers.  In any case, for the purposes of this study,

email ended up not contributing to teacher growth, as previously predicted.

Additional Indicators of Teacher Growth

By the end of the project, based on above analysis, both Christa and Mary

experienced significant growth in efficacy and internalization of strategies.  Moreover,

their desire to continue implementing DBI in their classrooms beyond the project model

further evidenced growth.  They discussed curriculum with me that they thought would

work well later in the semester with particular drama strategies they were eager to try out

as well as drama strategies they had already modified and were prepared to soon

implement in their classrooms.  They also approached me about co-presenting at a math

conference so other math teachers at the K-12 level could be exposed to these teaching

approaches.  This interest served as another indicator of their grasp on and orientation

toward the work.

CHALLENGES AND DISCOVERIES

Perhaps the greatest challenge with this project lay in my interactions with

Debbie.  As there was only one full residency cycle with Debbie, she did not continue

working with me for the remainder of the project.  This was a surprise to me based on her

initial enthusiasm for the work in the beginning of the project and her honesty in

reflecting on her own teaching practice. Looking back, I realize that her awareness of her

resistance was not enough to keep her committed to the work.  Debbie's worries about

time to incorporate DBI, as evidenced by her mention of time during our reflections no
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less than five times, may have prevented her from taking ownership of the work.  Lack of

efficacy also contributed to Debbie's avoidance of the partnership, as indicated by her

mention of being nervous and it giving her a "knee jerk" reaction.  After one residency

that we mutually agreed went well, I never heard from her again, despite repeated

attempts for communication.  This failure to connect brings up for me the following

questions: How might I have found a way to continue our partnership?  How can we

incrementally raise commitment and interest levels of classroom teachers and provide

support at each step?  And if teachers do check out, how can we backpedal and find

another way to engage them?  This problem falls within the realm of TA/teacher

partnerships, but the concentration, I believe, is in change and teacher resistance research.

Certainly there are implications for further research in these areas.

What went wrong with my interactions with Debbie?  I think most TAs can relate

to this frustration. How can we instill our passion and belief in this work's potential to the

classroom teachers with whom we hope to work?  Looking back, when the teacher

reverted to lecturing during our residency together, this was a sign of her difficulty in

changing a teaching practice many years in development.  With this in mind, how can we

anticipate and repair these breaks in the bridge we strive to build between an art form and

a subject area?  To mitigate how little time teachers have to integrate new material in

each school day, especially in a test-driven school culture, what supports could we add to

raise the priority that teachers attribute to the work?

In hindsight, I think I should have identified more teachers to involve in my

project as well as more thorough screening as a prerequisite.  I did not want to be too

selective, however, and was grateful to have found three interested teachers.  A more

thorough screening might have shown a clearer picture of how interested and how

reliable the teachers might be.  Of course, there is no way to predict entirely how any of
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the teachers a TA works with will positively respond to the professional development

work over time.  Teachers may drop out of the professional development work for a

variety of reasons at any point in time.  Losing some of your participants after investing

time in their development is a risk that has to be taken.

Navigating the planning process to select the best possible combination of math

concept and corresponding drama strategy was a constant learning challenge for Mary

and Christa and for me.  The first lesson, Coordinate Plane, had a strong dramatic

framework with many components.  These components gave students the opportunity to

learn drama skills in addition to math skills, connect the work to real life applications,

challenge themselves to think creatively and critically, and develop higher order thinking

skills.  Coming up with multiple activities that had the same depth of a dramatic

framework, besides kinesthetic, active learning strategies, however, was difficult.  Unlike

English Language Arts (ELA) classes, where drama strategies can extend learning

through inference and relating to characters in a story, math content does not always lend

itself easily to such complementary activities.  This is reflected in the literature on drama

strategies for ELA classrooms (Wilhelm, Heathcote), where you will find many texts

with drama strategies and sample lesson plans, but will have difficulty finding texts

illustrating connections between math and drama.

Katie Dawson, whose work with DFS is described in Chapter Two and who

serves as program director of DFS, has suggested that lack of math and arts integration

examples in the literature on math may be due to the reality that adding too many layers

to certain math concepts complicates the math learning more than it extends and supports

it.  She points out that the best way to plan lessons for math is to choose a dramatic

framework or a kinesthetic and student-centered approach (Dawson).  As with any
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subject area, certain math concepts are better suited for drama-based lessons than are

others.

One discovery that occurred during the evaluation process was my realization that

the pre and post-evaluation surveys I collected from each teacher, following the DFS

model, did not serve me as well as I had hoped.  Metrics used in the survey were not the

focus of my research, and the methodology did not fit a descriptive research study.

Instead, I relied more on the reflection feedback, questionnaires, direct observations from

teaching days with the teachers, and teacher emails.  On the other hand, the DFS focus

questions and survey following the professional development session at the middle of the

residency were helpful for evaluating elements in our relationships affecting teacher

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.  I realized that were I to do this project

again, I would need to add additional evaluation components to strengthen my research,

and I would need to ensure that they examined precisely what my research focus dictated.

Another challenge was finding time for the project, which required constant effort

and commitment in order to maintain the TA/teacher partnership from both ends.  As a

full-time graduate student balancing class, thesis, and work commitments, as much as I

enjoyed this project because working with the teachers was rewarding, it was never easy

to make enough time.  This presents a very real challenge for TAs universally, as many

do freelance work and have multiple jobs to negotiate.  Teachers face a parallel

challenge, overextended by the need to balance the tasks of conducting standardized

testing review and tutorials, completing grading and paperwork, attending faculty and

parent meetings, and planning for classes. Setting dates in advance and sticking to them,

keeping up communication through email during longer stretches without interaction, and

remembering goals and passion for the work are all ways that may help the partnership.
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Another challenge I grappled with was when to guide teachers or step in and help,

and when to give them space and let them internalize the strategies and implement them

in their own style.  This is a universal challenge that all TAs have to decide how to

handle.  For me, during Residency Days, I was torn between assuring the teachers that I

could model the lesson more than once and gently pushing them to at least co-teach

components of the lesson with me.  With Mary, it was easier to mention to her that

Christa had agreed to co-teach the lesson and let Christa's initiative inspire Mary into

pushing forward.  When I was observing one of Christa's classes, she transitioned into

teaching the lesson, though just before class she had asked to not teach the introduction

until later that day.  I was not clear on if she was hoping I would step in for her and

wanted to be helpful and maintain the trust in our relationship.  I decided to be actively

engaged in the lesson and maintain eye contact so Christa would easily be able to

communicate her needs to me.  Perhaps asking the teachers for clarification on how to

handle such a situation beforehand might have helped.

This challenge presented itself even during successful implementation of the

drama strategy.  As their way of showing respect for my professional development work,

as well as perhaps a bit of hesitation about their facilitation, Mary and Christa both

deferred to me after asking their students closing questions to see if there was anything I

wished to add.  As a teacher myself, I wanted to make sure in all of these instances that I

was guiding the learning and that the teachers were learning the correct way to implement

the lesson plans we had created.  I did not add anything to the questions Mary and Christa

had posed to their students, nor did I step in and assist with the lesson unless briefly to

clarify an instruction for student safety or to illuminate confusion.  I learned that it was

far more important for Mary's and Christa's efficacy and internalization of drama

strategies for me to truly take a step back once the teachers were teaching, add to their
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confidence by giving them space to grow, and invite their interpretations of the lesson

plans.  Rigidity and perfectionism were not a part of this modified DFS model, nor were

they a part of the TA/teacher relationship that the success of the partnership hinged on.

One suggestion Mary shared with me during her exit interview was for the TA to

add "cues" in the lesson plan to signal a transition between lesson components.

Providing this breakdown of a lesson into steps would serve to aide memorization and

recall of the lesson so that during implementation, the "cues" would smooth transitions

for the teacher.  These cues need to be purely visual so the TA can communicate the shift

to the teacher who is observing the lesson.  For example, such cues could be as simple as

briefly clasping my hands together or raising my voice to remind the observer that I am

moving from introduction of activity to instructions.  Although I had added a list to

Coordinate Plane at the end of the lesson plan, my project could have been better served

by seeking out additional ways to "cue" lessons and more meaningfully link them to the

model teaching. I wondered how the lesson plan could be paired with model teaching to

enhance processing, ownership, and internalization.  Did the lesson plan adequately

prepare the teacher to receive maximum benefit from watching me model the lesson in

her classroom?  What lesson components needed to be written in to achieve this?

A challenge that came up during the beginning of the project had to do with a

break in communication with Mary.  I left our first Planning Session certain not that

things had gone perfectly, but that the brainstorming had gone well with the two math

teachers, Mary and Christa.  However, as I later found out from Mary's sister Julia, Mary

was frustrated and concerned that I had asked her to help lesson-plan drama strategies

that she knew nothing about.  She wanted to see a lesson plan and be walked through the

work, not generate one with me.  This realization that my understanding of how the
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session had been received was incorrect led me to reflect on my own communication

style in regard to building a relationship within this partnership.

One aspect of my character that I need to keep in check is my tendency to make

assumptions.  Also, my language is not always clear because I tend to inadvertently keep

some of my ideas inside of my head when expressing myself, giving an incomplete

picture, or I can be hard to follow at times because of the random associations that I am

prone to make.  I have learned through this project that nothing is absolute without

receiving a confirmation.  It never hurts to check in with others to clarify your thoughts

and make sure you are of the same understanding.  This partnership, as with any

relationship, requires maintenance in order to function well.  To remedy the situation

after the misunderstanding with Mary was brought to my attention, I emailed both Mary

and Christa with a detailed lesson plan for them to look over before our next meeting and

asked if they had any questions or concerns.  They received the email positively, eager to

hear more about the lesson plan I had attached.  Throughout the project, I continued

efforts to be sensitive to communication styles, my own and theirs, and tried to never

assume anything about the two teachers in the project.

A discovery I made is that sometimes strengthening the TA/teacher relationship

means taking some time to relax and have a conversation about things other than the

professional development work.  An example of this occurred while I was reflecting on a

lesson with Christa.  We were sitting down together at one of the student tables during

her conference period while she gave me feedback on our work together.  I had told her I

would only need ten to fifteen minutes of her time and I wanted to be respectful and

efficient.  Our conversation had drifted off and after a few minutes of friendly chatter, I

took advantage of a lapse in talking and stood, so as not to overstay my visit.  Christa

kept talking, however, so I sat back down again.  A few minutes later, we wrapped up our
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conversation and I left.  Our side conversation had only lasted for a few minutes, but it

taught me an important lesson about simply being present and taking the time to get to

know the teachers with whom I partnered.  Furthermore, Mary's interest in our

conversation indicated her high level of engagement, and getting to know each other

increased potential to feel responsibility to remain committed to the work and thus to

each other.

Another discovery I made during the project was how important and how far

positive feedback and encouragement go in facilitating a strong teacher/TA relationship.

As the teachers progressed during the residency together, I grew increasingly proud of

their internalization of drama strategies, sustained commitment to the project, and

willingness to take risks in adapting lessons independently as well as implementing new

lessons that we had co-planned.  I decided the teachers' efforts needed to be

acknowledged and celebrated, and if the implementation was particularly successful then

that feedback needed to be provided as well.  Thus, after the teacher I was observing

finished the lesson, I would approach her between periods to let her know I was excited

that she had taught the drama strategy and point out specific things she did well.

After doing this with teachers a few times, it became apparent that the teachers I

worked with appreciated the encouragement and it did not appear to be problematic at all.

For example, Christa did a great job of providing an in-the-moment response to a student

during the Coordinate Plane Residency Days.  After the student in role as a plane

"crashed," Christa told her she had to go in for repairs and asked for another student

volunteer to take her place as the plane.  When the class ended, I approached Christa and

told her how much I liked her comment to the student.  She smiled and replied that she

wanted to let the "crashed" student plane join the rest of the students and give someone

else a student to be the plane.  This exchange hopefully served to raise her efficacy and it
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also indicated to me that she was internalizing the dramatic framework well to be able to

respond to a student in a way that honored the imaginary world that was created.  My

final thought on providing encouragement is that most people appreciate being reassured

and providing encouragement in this form can make a difference for a teacher's

development.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHING ARTISTS

Based on feedback I received from participating teachers regarding each step of

the reflection cycle, the strengths and weaknesses they identified in the modified DFS

model, and my observations of their growth in classroom implementation of the drama

strategies, I offer the following list of recommendations for TAs embarking upon

TA/teacher partnerships.  These ideas are suitable for all experience levels of teachers

and partnership approaches, and, while not exhaustive in scope, they are the direct result

of discoveries made as a result of my thesis project.  They were selected as the most

salient measures toward achieving teacher efficacy and internalization.

1. Scaffold the TA/teacher relationship from a mentorship to a full partnership,

determining pacing by individual teacher needs.  While a partnership forms the

basis for my project model, it is not realistic to expect to begin with equal

collaboration between the TA/teacher relationship.  I learned this lesson at the

beginning of this project when Mary was frustrated by my interest in co-planning

the implementation of drama strategies with which she was completely

unfamiliar.  I could have prevented Mary's frustration had I assumed greater

responsibility and provided a learning experience, foregrounding the professional

development work with context for the drama strategies first and aiming for
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collaboration later.  As discussed in Chapter Three, building pedagogy and

content knowledge must begin first in order to achieve a partnership later.

Providing a fluid level of support increases the potential for teachers to then

increase efficacy and internalization of strategies the TA introduces at an

appropriate pace.

2. Honor the teaching and learning styles of the teachers with whom you

partner.  From this project, I learned that it is essential to identify the teachers'

learning styles before a project begins.  Observing each teacher during classroom

instruction with students and taking notes on class structure and teaching style

provide valuable information.  Since teaching style often tends to follow preferred

learning style, as teachers likely teach in the ways they prefer to learn,

observations serve well to prepare for initial lesson planning sessions.  It is

essential, then, to meet with the teachers to discuss learning styles explicitly.  It is

ideal for TA/teacher learning styles to be complementary, but if they are not, it is

the responsibility of the TA/professional development provider to be flexible and

to adapt the approach to support the teachers' learning styles.   In order to foster

confidence and comprehension, leading to efficacy and internalization of drama

strategies, the teachers should be engaged in professional development that works

with their learning and teaching styles and maximizes their potential for success.

3. Spend multiple class periods with each teacher during TA/teacher teaching

days.  There are a number of reasons why this recommendation is critical.  If the

TA is not present to support, mentor, and provide motivation and feedback,

teachers may not implement the lesson plan in the remainder of their classes after
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the TA leaves.  Building efficacy is contingent on positive, repeated experiences

and feelings of success.  Mary and Christa told me time and again how useful it

was for them to see me model the lesson.  This increased their understanding and

therefore their internalization of the drama strategies.  Spending multiple class

periods with each teacher also increases teaching support and interactions with the

TA and ensures that methods of implementing drama strategies are correctly

learned before being internalized.  Repeated exposure also allows teachers many

attempts to implement drama strategies with TA guidance during and in between

class periods.

4. Align professional development sessions with TA/teacher Residency Days

and teachers' curriculum.  Providing professional development sessions in

which teachers are given the opportunity to try out drama strategies and

experience them together is helpful for learning and internalizing the strategies.

Choosing strategies that can be applied to upcoming curricular units adds value

and relevancy to the professional development, also yielding teachers' ownership

and internalization of strategies.  Timing the professional development session to

occur close to TA/teacher Residency Days will keep the drama strategies in their

minds, affording greater likelihood of success and efficacy when it is time for

implementation.

5. Communicate with participating teachers on a consistent basis.  Open

dialogue to check in with teachers about questions, concerns, or simply how their

week is going, is important to the relationship component that upholds a true

partnership model.  Although occasional emails can suffice, there is no substitute
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for communicating with teachers in person during non-residency days, whether it

is for a Planning Session or post-lesson Reflection.  Clearing up any problems

early on or simply keeping the professional development work from escaping

teachers' minds during busy school weeks contributes to teacher efficacy and

internalization.  It is important to attempt to initiate communication as much as

possible, but also to prepare for disruptions in a partnership, such as the

breakdown I had with Debbie and was unable to overcome, or the

misunderstanding I had with Mary but managed to repair.

6. Be supportive and encouraging in all interactions with participating teachers.

A little encouragement goes a long way in supporting teachers to implement

drama strategies in their classrooms.  Provide specific feedback, as vague

encouragement does not provide information to the teachers about what areas they

are progressing and doing well.  Teachers will look to their TA to guide their

learning, and they will likely trust the TA's comments.  TA's should take

advantage of this by pointing out teachers' strengths as well as including

constructive criticism in a supportive manner that teachers are prepared to hear.

Compliments can increase teacher efficacy, but to affect internalization, TA's

must also give honest feedback on implementation components that need extra

attention and modification.  To target teacher efficacy, a solid strategy is to help

teachers minimize their mistakes and maximize their successes in the planning

and early co-teaching phases of each lesson.

7. Be flexible and open to learning on your own.  To embrace and pursue a

partnership model with teachers, TA's must recognize that they bring useful
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contributions to the residency as well as a different knowledge set.  The DFS

professional development model has been described as an exploration of the

potential for drama-based instruction in the classroom that focuses on

collaboration.  There must be a genuine "give and take" interaction in the

TA/teacher relationships and flexibility, as well as careful listening and response,

is essential.  While a teacher may have internalized a lesson plan, it is possible,

and preferred, for her to execute her part of the facilitation without repeating the

precise language and structure the TA used during model teaching.  Willingness

to consider her approach, without cutting her off and correcting her, is crucial, for

such actions.  In addition to being unnecessary, this kind of editing would hinder

efficacy and internalization of drama strategies.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have analyzed data from the project regarding teacher growth in

efficacy and internalization, shared project challenges and discoveries, and given related

recommendations for TAs.

In this thesis, I explored elements affecting teacher efficacy and internalization in

a TA/teacher relationship on sustainability of professional development strategies.  Data

collected on the five elements and their influence on teacher growth was discussed.  I

firmly believe in the value of such a partnership and hope to see more examples of

models in the research literature that continue to integrate arts into all core subject areas

through thoughtful, strategic, and shared visions and contributions between the TA and

the classroom teacher.  There is a need for longitudinal studies on the affects of

professional development work with teachers in arts integration to determine
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sustainability and be able to track teacher progress.  Literature on drama strategies for

math classrooms is also missing from the field.  Giving the TAs and the teachers

additional resources with which to explore DBI, as in the DFS model in which teachers

are provided a handbook, would increase efficacy and internalization as well.  It would

also enable more teachers to explore the work, as a supplement to partnering with TAs or

to work on independent of a partnership.

I remain interested and invested in working with teachers to support professional

development in arts integration and found the partnership work to be very rewarding.

Keeping what I learned from this project in mind, I look forward to pursuing work that

relates to this project in the future.

It is my sincere hope that application of these recommendations and others will

provide TAs clarity about elements of professional development in arts integration that

lead to teacher efficacy, internalization, and ownership.  The presence of teachers in K-12

school classrooms who have the necessary ownership and confidence to integrate drama

strategies in their curriculum signifies that students are being exposed to creative

processes, critical thinking, problem-solving skills, and tools and activities with which to

express themselves, be imaginative, and explore and make better sense of the world

around them.
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Appendix A: Evaluation Tools

Fall Lesson Plan Pre-valuation

1. Your name: ______________________ 2. Date: ____________________
3. Name of Lesson/Topic/Unit: ____________________________
4. Please give a brief description of the goals for this lesson/topic/unit:

5. When you have used this lesson before, what percentage of your class actively
participated? Please circle one of the options below. Active participation includes
contributing in a written, verbal, or physical way, either individually or part of a group. If
you have not taught this lesson before, circle "New Lesson".

Less than 20%       20%     40%    60%     80%      100%     New lesson.
6. Can you give examples of how students are engaged in this lesson? In other words,
how do you know if students are participating?

7. Sharing your thoughts about this lesson/topic/unit:

Directions: Please indicate your opinion about each of the questions below by circling any one of
the nine responses in the columns on the right side, ranging from (1) “None at all” to (9) “A Great
Deal” as each represents a degree on the continuum. If this is a lesson/topic/or unit that you have
not used before, think about how you anticipate it will play out in your classroom.
The instructional approach in this lesson,
topic, or unit …
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1. Is something I enjoy doing with the class.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Is similar to other lessons/units I use.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Keeps students’ attention.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. Reaches students with a range of abilities.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. Showcases my strengths as a teacher.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Emphasizes one way of thinking about a problem.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Leads to a variety of assessment strategies.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. Has ways to engage a student’s parents & families.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. Is one I would be willing to recommend to a
colleague. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10. Appears to be effective in helping students
understand the targeted knowledge or skill. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Fall Lesson Plan Post-valuation
1. Your name: ______________________ 2. Date: ____________________
3. Name of Lesson/Topic/Unit: ____________________________
4. Please give a brief description of the goals for this lesson/topic/unit:

5. When you implemented this activity, what percentage of your class actively
participated? Please circle one of the options below. Active participation includes
contributing in a written, verbal, or physical way, either individually or part of a group. If
you used it with more than one group of students, think about student engagement
across your students as a whole.

Less than 20%       20%     40%    60%     80%      100%     New lesson.
6. Can you give examples of how students are engaged in this lesson? In other words,
how do you know if students are participating?

7. Sharing your thoughts about this lesson/topic/unit:

Directions: Please indicate your opinion about each of the questions below by circling any one of
the nine responses in the columns on the right side, ranging from (1) “None at all” to (9) “A Great
Deal” as each represents a degree on the continuum. If this is a lesson/topic/or unit that you have
not used before, think about how you anticipate it will play out in your classroom.
The instructional approach in this lesson,
topic, or unit …
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1. Is something I enjoy doing with the class.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Is similar to other lessons/units I use.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. Keeps students’ attention.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4. Reaches students with a range of abilities.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. Showcases my strengths as a teacher.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Emphasizes one way of thinking about a problem.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Leads to a variety of assessment strategies.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. Has ways to engage a student’s parents & families.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. Is one I am willing to recommend to colleagues.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10. Appears to be effective in helping students
understand the targeted knowledge or skill. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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DRAMA FOR SCHOOLS
PARTICIPANT SELF-ASSESSMENT

Name: Email:

Phone: Preferred contact method:

How many years have you been teaching?

What brought you to Pollock MS?

Why have you stayed?

What do you do to try to engage students in your classroom?

Have you ever used drama as a teaching tool in your classroom?
If so, in what ways?

What do you hope to gain by participating in this program?

What would you like to change in your classroom and your school?

What specific curriculum and/or state standards are you focusing on in your
classroom over the next two weeks? Please be as specific as possible!

Anything else I should know?

Thank you, I am looking forward to partnering with you!
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JANUARY TRAINING EVALUATION

How helpful were the following parts of the Training?

Not helpful at all 1 2 3 4 5    Extremely helpful

1.  Questions from a Hat 1 2 3 4 5
 Comments:
 
 
2.  Artifacts (Passing items/grouping) 1 2 3 4 5
 Comments:
 
 
3.  Graffiti Alphabet 1 2 3 4 5
 Comments:
 

4.  Shark Attack 1 2 3 4 5
 Comments:
 
 
5.  Hotseating (Frost Tower angles) 1 2 3 4 5
 Comments:
 
 
6.  The training overall 1 2 3 4 5
Comments:

6. The MOST HELPFUL part of the training was...

7.  The training could be IMPROVED by...

8. A question I still have is...
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Appendix B: Drama Strategies

The following descriptions were taken from the DfS Handbook:

Artifacts

Source: UT Drama for Schools
Space: Flexible, in circle or in desks
Materials: Artifact to pass around the room

Procedure:
Objects provide a quick and easy way to prompt inquiry and discussion. Useful objects
include: letters, maps, a mysterious substance, a key, or a bone. Old photographs, family
portraits, or famous paintings also offer dynamic staring places for discussion. For
example, you could open a unit on scale and proportion by passing around a cartoon from
the newspaper with a ruler, notes on the cartoon, colored pencils, and a partially begun
sketch of the cartoon on another paper. Ask students to view the objects and make
inferences.

Possible Side-Coaching:
o What do you see?
o What do the objects feel like?  Texture?  Shape?  How many sides?  Dimensions?
o What other information is included?
o What do you notice about the objects?
o How would you group them?
o Can you find out more information about them by measuring them?  What did

you learn?
o How might these objects be related?  Purpose?

Possible Variations:
Have students create their own artifacts based on what they are studying.

Processing Points:
—What did you have to do to figure out facts about the artifact?
—What math skills did you apply?
—How might this activity relate to what we will do in class today?
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Minefield

AKA: N/A
Source: Unknown
Number of Players: 8+
Space: Room for a square

Procedure:
Ask students to litter a square playing area (10' x 10' or so) with various objects that will
be mines (erasers, boxes, rulers, crumpled paper, etc.). After the materials are placed,
have students sit around the borders of your playing space. Choose a student to be
blindfolded. This student will try to get through the minefield with the help of a volunteer
navigator. If the person going through the minefield touches one of the mines, they
explode. The fate of the blindfolded student depends on clear directions & careful
listening.

Possible Side-Coaching:
“Give precise directions—how many inches do they need to move?
“Listen carefully and only do what your navigator tells you.”

Processing Points:
—What did the navigator do to make the journey as safe a possible?
—What could have helped them avoid disaster?
—Why do you suppose some people say life is like a minefield?

Possible Learning Areas:
Trust, concentration, cooperation, sensory perception
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Hot-Seating

AKA: Interviews
Source: Structuring Drama Work
Space: Flexible, chair in front of room for a student to sit in.
Materials: A prop related to context to help hot-seated person get in-role is helpful but
not needed.

Description:
A group, working as themselves or in role, question (or interview) an individual (or
individuals) “in character.” This interview may be improvised or questions and/or
answers may be prepared prior to the activity.  An example could be having a math
expert on angles visit the class and have a press conference regarding the use of angles in
Austin's Frost Bank tower.

Possible Side-Coaching:
“Let’s take a closer look at the character’s motivations in this moment. Would someone
like to step into the role of ___ and answer a few questions?”
“I’d like to find out a bit more about how the architects designed the bank. I’d like to
invite the them to come in front of the group and answer a few questions.”
"Why did you choose the types of angles that you did?"

Possible Variations:
Interview a single character or a group of characters. The teacher can step into the “hot-
seat” as the character and allow students to interview her/him.

Processing Points:
—How did it feel to step into the character’s shoes?
—What new insight did you gain about the motivation of the character?
—What other issues/factors are affecting this/these character(s)?
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Graffiti Alphabet

Source: UTC Southeast Center for Education in the Arts
Space: Walls, tables, or floor to hang blank posters
Materials: Large pieces of blank paper, Markers

Procedure:
Leader begins activity by dividing the group into smaller groups. It’s best to have a
minimum of 2 groups, with each group having anywhere from 2-5 members. Each group
is given a large piece of blank paper and a set of markers. Groups are asked to explore a
word/theme/concept by generating a list of related words each of which begin with a
different letter of the alphabet e.g., the theme is museum and the group writes down the
words: amazing, balanced, curator, docent, educational . . . Participants are encouraged to
note their A-Z words in a graffiti style. Groups may opt to use images instead of words
where appropriate. Quite often a student will bring up negative examples of graffiti as
vandalism. Try to get them to think about positive examples of graffiti and that when
done respectfully, graffiti can be art.  Once the groups are finished, each group selects
three words that they would like to share with the other groups. Finally all pages are
brought together for a final group reflection.

Possible Side-Coaching:
“Don’t feel that you need to write a neat list of words; this is graffiti, how might some
words have more significance on your page than others.”
“Try to have everyone scribe a few words; make sure every person’s opinion is
represented somewhere on your page.”

Possible Variations:
All groups may work on the same word and the answers can be compared. It’s also
interesting to have graffiti created at the beginning and end of a unit to compare
knowledge gained and lessons learned.

Processing Points:
—What did it feel like to participate in this activity?
—What three words stand out to your group the most? Why?
—Are there specific words/phrases that appear on multiple pages? Why do you think this
happened?
—Consider using these pages as a way to frame your work/exploration for the class.
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Questions from a Hat

Procedure:
o Tell students we are going to pass the hat around the circle and when it's in front

of you to read the question aloud, answer it, and pass it on.
o Then, tell them we will do it again and try to get it to as many people as possible

in 2 minutes.
o Appoint a time keeper and inform that should anyone talk out of turn, to add 5

seconds to the clock!
o See how many people they get to.  Ask them what strategies they can use to be

more successful.  Say you will do it in one minute, get predictions on how far it
will go.

o See how far the hat can make it around the circle in one minute.

Processing Questions:
o What skills did you use to be successful at this activity?
o On a scale of 1-10, how do you think you did?
o How might this activity relate to math?
o Can you think of questions you could add, would you feel comfortable creating

your own questions?
o Would you like to play this again?
o How might you use this activity to review what you learn in math?
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Appendix C: Pollock Middle School Residency Lesson Plans

Coordinate Plane
TEACHER: Mary Kahn and ChristaClark  Level and Subject: 6th Grade Math
SCHOOL: Pollock MS

TOPIC:  All four quadrants on a coordinate plane, ordered pairs

GOAL: Introduce negative and positive quadrants in y and x axis on coordinate plane
and practice plotting ordered pairs in the four quadrants.

FOCUS: What knowledge do students have of plotting coordinates on a graph? How can
they use their current knowledge to learn the other quadrants?  Why might knowing how
to do this be useful in real world applications?  Why is precision in math important?

DFS TECHNIQUES:
• Minefield

MATERIALS:  
• Tape pre-set on the floor, forming x and y coordinates up to about 5-6 each way.
• Laminated cards for x +, x -, y +, y - (two each), origin, Quadrants 1-4, ordered

pairs for students to plot correctly.
• Pre-set room so chairs are in a circle around the coordinate plane when students

enter.
• Handkerchief to serve as blindfold

PROCEDURE:

1. ENGAGE the students: 
Explain that today we will be using drama techniques to help us actively explore and
introduce some of the concepts you will be studying in class. Our work is part of an
ongoing research project being done by the graduate school at UT Austin.  We are
exploring ways to include more active moments in education that are engaging and on-
your-feet.

2. MINEFIELD
o Introduce coordinate plane and related concepts to students (Mary, Christa)
o Ask students to think of situations where knowing coordinates is important.
o The situation we are going to use is flying a plane.  Who knows what an air traffic

controller's job is?  Can we all agree to pretend, to go in role as air traffic
controllers for this activity?  Okay, great.  I am your director at Continental
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Airlines and you are all in training.  Here at our fleet we believe in the very best
training, etc.  (This allows for more built-in addressing of classroom
management.)

o Ask for a volunteer, or volunteer someone, to be the plane.
o Then ask what obstacles in the air might the plane need to watch out for? Ask

students to be those obstacles (wind, rain, birds, radio interference, etc.).  They
are to freeze in a position and come up with a related sound.  Get at least one
person per quadrant.

o Ask for a round of applause each time someone stands up as plane, obstacles, etc.
Take pressure off volunteers by having those in the circle provide suggestions for
frozen image and sounds.  Explain that when you clap your hands once, sounds
should softly start and continue nonstop.  Clap hands twice, sounds get louder.
Stop means sounds end.

o With “plane’s” back turned, assemble students around the coordinate plane and
have them freeze.  You can also add pens and assorted items to enhance your
minefield.

o Explain that should the plane touch any of these items, the plane, which will be
blindfolded, is unsuccessful to its destination, and have them agree on a sound to
signal if this happens.  Stress that to discuss safety issues, they must immediately
be quiet so air traffic controller training can continue.  (To ensure classroom
order.)

o Tell all other students they are airport controllers and must safely fly this plane.
The plane is not a non-stop flight.  It's starting at the origin (have them point
where that is) and the origin today is Austin, TX.  It has multiple segments, or
legs, along the way.  Have each student think of a destination, real or made up,
and an ordered pair for that destination.  Let them know actually geography is not
the focus right now.  Ordered pair must be on this coordinate plane, so limited to
5 range in all directions.  When they have these two things, they are to let you
know they are ready by taking the communication headset from in front of them
and putting it on (Demonstrate this as you speak.)

o Explain that since "plane" is blindfolded, controllers will literally be the eyes of
the plane and must maneuver it safely.  To do so, one at a time controllers will
state destination and ordered pair.  After all have pointed to location and
identified its quadrant, the controller will give the plane instructions until it has
successfully reached that segment.  Tell students this means any way they can
communicate to the plane from their seat, such as move right foot three steps.
(Purposely don't be specific, they are to figure it out now and discussion will soon
follow!)

o Continue game until plane safely reaches destination or fails.
o The plane should fail in order to strategize further.  If it is doing really well, clap

your hands and start sounds.  Say gas is low and 10-seconds to landing or crash!
o After plane fails, ask students how to help plane avoid the minefields and discuss

specific, precise directions (one small step left rather than one step forward, etc.)
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o Ask what skills controllers used, and how well they did thus far.  Ask how sounds
affected communication.

o Switch out obstacles and plane.  Ask plane what experience was like for him/her.
o Continue where you left off and challenge flight controllers to be even more

successful.  Play up Continental talk (It was just a demo/simulation, and no
passengers were harmed in our practice, but our fleet must be disciplined and
equipped to handle any situation, etc.)

o Stop after some time or another crash.  Thank them for their participation or
something Continental-related.

o Explain that you will all be going out of role now (strong, clear differentiation
between "in role" and out of role is helpful for setting up expectations and
routine)

3. PROCESSING
• How did you help the plane keep from crashing?
• What did you learn as airport controller?
• What might have helped the “plane” in his flight?
• What skills were necessary for success
• Has this activity taught you anything new about plotting coordinates?
• How might this help you in your math class?
• Is it also important to be specific in solving math problems?  Why?
• Discuss importance of being exact about plotting coordinates related to situations

they give you (airport controllers, ships, search teams, explorers/hikers).

SHORT VERSION "CUES":
1. Introduce New Material.
2. Explain you are all flight controllers in training, flying a plane.
3. Choose plane.  Choose obstacles.
4. Controllers choose destination and ordered pair.
5. Get plane to destinations.

If it crashes, discuss what happened and how to get better, try again.
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TEACHER: Debbie Rothstein Level and Subject: GT English
SCHOOL: Pollock MS

TOPIC:  Malcolm X, Socratic method

GOAL: Deepen understanding of internal and external forces in Malcolm X's life
through drama-based exploration.

FOCUS: How can we use Role on the Wall and Image Work to encourage students to
make connections between the events of a book they are reading (Malcolm X), and how
these events cause the main character to feel and react?

DFS TECHNIQUES:
• Role On the Wall
• Image Work
• Hotseating

MATERIALS:  
• Large Sheets of Paper
• Markers

PROCEDURE:

1. ENGAGE the students: 

“We are going to spend today's class exploring the book Malcolm X. There are many
external conflicts that cause Malcolm X to have internal conflicts, and this next exercise
will focus on identifying those forces.”

2. ROLE ON THE WALL

Review the events of the story as far as they have read.

Draw a body outline on the paper with a marker and label it on the upper left - Malcolm
X.  Point to the outside of the outline and say that is where we explore external conflicts
for the character.  Point to the inside and say that is where we explore internal conflicts.
Ask them what internal and external conflicts are and get examples to check for
understanding before continuing.

Then, focus on external conflicts.  Have students call out some and write them around the
figure.  Challenge them to add detail to characters by including quotations as well.  Now,
have them focus on internal conflicts.  Write down how Malcolm must be feeling inside.
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(Fear, anger, loneliness, sad, scared, etc.)  They will have to rely on inference skills, but
they still need to be able to back their choices up with context from the book, from the
external conflicts that they have identified.

Once both are done, have them identify a particular external conflict.  Then, ask which
internal conflict is a result of, or at least related to that and connect them with a line.
Once you have many lines crisscrossing around (perhaps fear connects to three different
external conflicts, etc.), ask students what they see.  Discuss Malcolm X as being pulled
in so many different directions.  Identify any trends or themes that are occurring.

Break into groups and focus on Malcolm X at different stages in his life.

Groups:

Share back with class and process.  Display all ROTWs and compare and contrast, circle
any trends that persist across all stages of Malcolm X's life.

3. PROCESSING
• How did you feel doing this activity?
• What did you learn from looking at Malcolm X in this way?
• Did anything in this activity surprise you?
• Looking at the internal conflicts, are there any you can relate to?
• Do you think your view on anything has changed after doing this?

4. IMAGE WORK

Ask for a student to play Malcolm X. Explain to the class that we will focus our attention
on the XXX scene in Malcolm X, where XXXX happens. Have Malcolm X stand or sit in
a chair in the front or middle of the room. Then have approximately 5 members of the
class embody a character. In order to combat reluctance to participate ask for students to
brainstorm characters that have an influence on Malcolm X at this time in his life. These
characters could be individuals present at the scene we are examining or whom Malcolm
X would consider when making his decisions. When students offer a suggestion, ask for
them to come up and embody that character. Have them sculpt themselves into a stage
picture that illustrates their relationship to Malcolm X in this moment. If they have
trouble doing this ask for their classmates to help them, offering suggestions for different
poses. Have them consider distance (i.e.: how influential are they in this moment, if they
are extremely influential they might stand close to Malcolm X) and make sure the image
they have created is something they can "freeze" in comfortably.  Also have them think
about low, medium, and high levels to create interesting and varied poses.

Once everyone has a pose and it is clear to the audience what is going on in this moment,
have the class brainstorm a line of dialogue that each character might speak. It can be
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actual, or inferred.  Once these lines have been decided go around to each character and
have them speak their line.

5. PROCESSING
• What are some of Malcolm X's motivations?
• Did you discover anything new about Malcolm X?
• How did this activity change your view of Malcolm X or others, or did it?
• If you had to step in role as the character, what things would you think about

regarding him?

6. HOTSEATING
Ask students what questions they might ask Malcolm X if they could speak to him during
this part of his life.  How might they ask these questions and frame discussion using the
Socratic method?  Brainstorm questions to ask and think about how Malcolm X might
answer these questions.  This can be done whole class or in small groups.

Explain that a volunteer and I are going to turn away for a moment and when he/she
rejoins us, he/she will be Malcolm X and I will be a talk show host featuring Malcolm X
on my show.  Ask if they can agree to pretend with you.  Turn away, then turn around
and change your stance and voice to become the character.  You both may also use props
to help you become that character.  Answer their questions in character, trying to show
that you are having a hard time and not sure what to do.  When they have heard enough,
abruptly say you have to go and turn away.  Then turn back for reflection out of
character.

7. PROCESSING
• What are your reactions, comments, thoughts on this activity?
• How did the Socratic method affect the way the interview and discussion went?
• Student who played Malcolm X, what was it like to go in role?
• What did you learn from looking at characters in this way?
• What might hotseating other characters in the book show you?
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Fractions Lesson Plan with Flash Cards Challenge
Objective: Practice simplifying fractions, equivalent fractions, proper to improper and
improper to proper, and adding and subtracting.

Time: about 15 minutes

Materials: Flash cards: 6 blue with various problems, yellow flashcards with divisor
lines and negative line labeled, and pink cards with numbers required for answers for
problems.  All cards should be exact, no extras or too little.  On the back of pink cards, a
letter on each will spell December Puzzler.  Capitalize D and P to help students solve it.

Procedure: Tell students they are going to get to practice their fraction skills with a
challenge.  Distribute blue cards around tables and give each student a pink card.  Put
remaining at front of room.  Explain that the pink cards will provide exactly how many
numbers they need to solve the problems.  Ask them how they would like to go about
solving this challenge.  Let a few students give suggestions until they have a starting
plan.

You may challenge them to solve this without talking, unless you think brainstorming
aloud will be important for this exercise.

Establish that anyone can call Time Out if they have a question or suggestion and
everyone must redirect attention to them.  Calling Freeze is a Super Time Out and all
must freeze right where they are and listen up!

As they continue, tell them you want to see if they can beat the other students' times.  Let
them know how much time has gone by to add urgency.

They will likely think they don't have enough cards because they'll forget to simplify.
When they ask about this, you can remind them that numbers are exact.  Only respond
about simplifying if they ask, then address the entire group.

Encourage collaboration across all tables.  Passing out cards and spacing out blue
problem cards help with this.

Once they have the answers, Freeze them.  Explain that Challenge Part 2 is that letters are
under all pink cards.  Tell them without talking, they are to figure out what the two words
are.  If they talk, tell them you will add a minute to the timer each time.  Briefly ask about
nonverbal communication and brainstorm ideas to work together to problem solve.  Let
them get started and encourage and help as necessary.

Processing Questions:
How might this activity help you with fractions in the future?
Did you learn anything new or did something surprise you?
What advice do you have for other classes on how to do this successfully?
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Graffiti Alphabet

Objective: Review geometry knowledge and explore abstract expression through graffiti
characteristics.

Time: about 20 minutes

Materials: Butcher paper, markers, and examples of artistic graffiti art

Procedure: This activity deals with the art of graffiti. What does graffiti look like? Who
does graffiti art? Why do people do it? What are examples of graffiti in your school or
town?”

Quite often a student will bring up negative examples of graffiti as vandalism.  Try to get
them to think about positive examples of graffiti and that when done respectfully, graffiti
can be art.

You are going to have the chance to do graffiti in your class. The activity we are about to
do is called graffiti alphabet. We are about to break up into groups. Each group will have
their own poster. On the top of the poster a statement or topic will be written. For
example: “Being a student at Pollock is…” In your groups you will have a chance to
graffiti all over the page, in response to the statement. You can also represent your
opinions with images. Each person in the group needs to have their voice heard, so each
person will receive their own marker to use.

Processing Questions:
• How might this activity help you with geometry math content?
• What geometry formulas did you remember that you think are going to be

important for this class?
• What advice do you have for other classes on how to do this successfully?
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Appendix D: Drama for Schools as a Best Practice Model of
Professional Development (Cawthon & Dawson)

Component Traditional Models Drama for Schools Model

Length One afternoon or day

seminar

Multiple visits with ongoing

support

Format Didactic, lecture-

based presentations

Interactive and inquiry-

based activities

Identification of Learning Goals Top-Down Collaborative

Content Generic Context Tailored to teacher context,

subject area, & student

needs.

Participant Role Passive Active

District Administration Role Contractor with

Expert

Advocate and participant

Opportunities for Practice and

Feedback

Limited and removed

from classrooms, little

follow up.

Ongoing and scaffolded,

both in trainings and in

classrooms

Resources and Documentation Binders of training

curricula

Teacher-developed lesson

plans, DVDs, websites, and

teacher-led action research

projects

Buy-in Completed for hours

requirement

In addition to fulfilling

hours requirements,

completed as a partnership

with colleagues;

opportunities for further

mentorship
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